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INTRODUCTION 
The ensuing study proposes to discuss the rorm9 harmony~ rhythm, 
and ~horal technique of the sacred vocal works or Hans Leo Hasslero So 
rar, there has appeared no complete study or the composero There are, 
of course, biographies in standard reference books, studies o:f separate 
compositions in prefaces to editions, and considerations o:f his work 
in special fields in monographs devoted to particular forms o:f musico 
But there has been no complete study of Hassler 1 s work as a whole 
(corresponding~ perhaps, to Fellowes 1 William Byrd or Coates' Pales-
trina) o The ensuing thesis is a possible first step towards such a. 
larger study of Hassler's worko 
The plan of the thesis is to discuss each collection of his 
sacred vocal works in chronological order of its publication, _begin-
ning with the first volume published in his lifetime and ending with 
the volume published shortly: after his deatho The discussion of each 
publication will center around the aspects mentioned aboveo It will 
show that his Latin motets at).d Masses represent a fusion of Ge±man and 
Italian techniques, while his German works are entirely ·German, with 
no Italian influenceo 
In addition to the chapters on specific collections of Hasslerta 
vocal works, there are two general chapterso One is on the background 
of the cities in which Hassler lived--Niirnberg,_ Augsburg, and Venice .. 
The other is on his religious affiliations; for the situation in which 
a Protestant composer found himself, writing for the Rom~ Catholic 
Church in Rerormation Germany, presents an interesting .historical 
problem which has not heretofore been definitively clarifiedo 
loston Universrty 
College of Music 
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CRAFTER I 
BACKGROUND-AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 
In order to better understand the conditions under which 
Hans Leo Hassler gr.E)W up and.received his educations we have.to 
recall the artistic life o:f Nurnber~. Venice.? and Augsburg__ .t:rom 
the beginning to the last q_.uarter o:f the lqth centuryo 
In :rsru:r:-nberg_$ .the mus.ic instruction ~t tb.e learned schools 
and the love of art of a :few patricians and other educated 
amAteurs were the foundations on which t~~ local musical culture 
rested 'and continued into the 17th centur~o. :P~lirna.nn, Cocb.laeus, 
B4cll. :Spengler were outstanding__fig_u,res in the ear:L:r musical-life 
o:f Nfirnberg~ Conrad Paumann (1410=1473) was the first really 
great Bavarian organist whose works-had a pronounced effect upon 
tho.se who were to cameo Cochlaeus (Johann Dobneck..)~ taugnt at 
the St0: Lorenz School in Niirnberg from 1,5.10 to 1515.~ dur_ing 
which time he allied himself with Wilibald Pirkheimer, music 
lover, lutenist, and humanisto Another interesti'hg personality 
who was part of the ~irkheimer circle was the town clerk, 
Lazarus .Spengler.~~· who wrote the text of "Durch Adams Fall"2 and 
the four=part composition unieweil umbsonst j_etzt alle kuns'tl•~>.~ 
1 German musician and cleric who opposed Luther; wrote a 
treatise on music entitled Musica in l5llo 
2 A chorale tune was set to these words in 15.1.5.-an.d was 
homophonically set by Johannes Eccard (15.53.-i6ll}_ in 1597; 1 ater 
set by Hassler in 1608o 
3 Found in Schoffers songbook of 1536o 
In addition to the enthus'iasm .of the individual musicians 
in NUrnberg)l there were other factors in Nurnberg life which ·en-
couraged music there and in the surrounding cities:·, the printing 
of music and the manu.:facturing.of musical instruments .. Both were 
important :features in the musical-industrial life of old N~rnber~& 
~-large part of the .German music of the 16th centur~ and much 
foreign music is known to have been printed there.,. Ty:pogl'aphically 
speaking$ Nurnber& then became the center and Frankfurt, Hambur~, 
Breslau, etc .. , !"'eceded far into the backgJ:"ound as compared to this 
Frankish imperial citx .. 
In the next-·-decade Sebald Hey.d~.n (1428-1,5.61) took the place 
of Goehlaeus.. Heyden spent his entire life in Nurnberg_ .. as a 
teacher and precentor, :first at the Spitalkircb.e and then at .Stc. 
Sebald, where he did his best work.. In thirt~-six Y-ears he built 
the school :from a mea&:re handful of students to an enrollment of 
:four· hundredo In his p_rincipal theor~tical work, Musicae, i& ~ .. 9 
artis canendi libri .du..o~4 of 153.7, de~li.cated to Hieror~iu~ 
Baumgartner, a patrician and councilmanJI Hey~E;~n chose his ex-
amples .from Joaquin, Obrecht, Pi.erre de la Rue~ and H~ Isaac ... From 
this one edition it is easy to see the influence of the Nether-
lands School and, therefore, to see that the church music of Nurn-
. berg was made up of the works of the ~~eat Dutch and German contraT 
puntists.. This school exemplified the pure and serious art--the 
tradition of which extended down to the :v.:outh of Hans Leo Hasslero 
4 A. second edition in 1540, called De arte canendi, is an 
important treatise on measured musico -- ----
3 
Among the Nurnberg. organists who had to be content with 
less importapt positions than beirl~able to serve at Sto Sebald 
or St .. Lorenz wa$ Isaak Hassler, .father of Hans Leo, Jakob, and 
Kasper Hassler.. These sons owe their musical educations and 
foundations to thei.r father and as choir bo:y:s. came into the musi-
cal life of Nurnberg at an earlY- ak.e'~" Thus. the;r .became acq_uaint-
ed with the compositions of the great German. and Dutch.:masters, 
strengthening their ears and tastes for the art of the older 
vocal polyphon:y:_o This was especiall~ iir.ue. for Hans Leo, as we 
shall later see. 
A:;l.though the young..Ha.sslers b,eard the music of' the old 
Dutch masters played and sung_with devout honor in and about 
Nfirnberg, they also heard the contemporary: composers and virtue si 
who came to Nurnberg. and played, sang, .and composed new music, 
both. sacred and secular. In both this old and new music, Hans 
Leo's education :f'onnd further nourishment~ An actual guide 
tow.ards his own further development he :round in the composer. and 
teacher, Leonhard ~echner, new assistant at St. Lorenz, who had 
received his higher instruction :from Orlando di ~asso before l~7.0o 
~pon his arrival in N\i.rnb.erg, Lechner began J::>Ublishing. many new 
works, beginning with his Motetae sacrae and Neue Teutsch.~n 
Lieder, zu drey Sti:inm.en nach Art .der we1schen Villanellen. It 
has never been established wheth~r or not Hans Leo actuall:y: 
studied with Lechner, but certainly he looked up to the great 
master and learned the "new art". (Italian secular music) from 
studying Lechner's publicationso Lechner, then, became for Hans 
Leo Hassler the conveyor of new musical ideas~-the apostle of the 
4 
new arto That Lasso's artp via his roremost pupil, Lechner, influ-
enced Hans Leo, will become evident in the subsequent study or some 
of the reature·s o:f" Hassler's motets.. In 1584, Lechner left Ni.irnberg: 
and it is very interesting that in the same year Hassler went to 
Venice.. Perhaps Hassler realized that Lechner was his only contact 
with the new art, for Nurnberg had not been at all receptive to 
Italian composers, and Hassler's determination to pursue the new art 
led him to seek·further enlightenment elsewhere--and he chose Italy, 
the fountain of the new art .. 
In Venice, Hassler received important elements of his higher 
education.. H.e was the first composer of any importance truly to 
fuse the Italian, German, and Frenoh elements of musico 
Hassler formed a lasting friendship with Georg Gruber, a 
young Nurnberg merchant, who was the patron for the publications of 
many valuable editions of old music at that time.. This patron once 
mentioned his prererence of musicians: of Italians, he liked Monte-
verdi, Peri, and above all, Giovanni Gabrieli; of Germans, he liked 
Melchior Franck, Erbach, and above all, Hassler .. 
The leading musical personalities of Venice were Andrea 
Gabrieli, (do 1586), uncle to Giovanni, and Giusseppe Zarlino,(d .. lf90)o 
From these men Hassler learned much, although he did not owe the 
.foundations of all his musical abilities to this one year stay in 
Venice .. From his father and Lechner, he was already a well~schoolefl 
contrapuntist, and also knew the lieder and vocal canzone school ot 
Lasso.. What then did he learn? Let us· consider this in later chap-
ters concerning his pa-rticular works 9 saying now only that he came 
to Venice a well-equipped pupil and le:f"t even better equipped .. 
After a year in Venice, he was called to AugsburgJI which was 
more kindly disposed toward music and musicians than Nurnberg had 
·~ 
been.. As :f"ar back as the 15th century, the Emperor Maximilian had •; 
5 
maintained an orchestra in Augsbu:t>g~ Seve..r.al_oL .. tha greatest 
names in music -were indi:a.so.l.ubly associated with Augsburg, among 
them Senfi~ composer and organist Who. was in Augsburg from 1518 to 
1523, and Horheim~r, composer~ organist~ and lutenist, who was in 
Aug.sburg from 1507-1518, and who, in 1515,. was ennobled _by Emperor 
Maximilian., 
The chief' reason for the m:qsical importance of Augsburg was 
the wealtll.y and infltiential .Fugger family.P who were generous patrons 
of music., Also:9 Augsburg was the ~eE;~.t of' t:q.e bishopricjl and thus 
there was a need for cere~onial ~usic., Yet.P with all this, Augsburg 
was music!ltlly.inferior to NurJ;lb~rg in facilities for printing music. 
Upon his return from Ita~y.P Hans Leo Hassler went to wor~ 
under the patronage of the .Fuf5ger family.P sU:.pervising the music of 
Augsburg, occasio.nally playing the organjl and enriching t,he daily 
' ~ 
life and Thanquets of his :patron with original compositions. In this 
. 
respect Hassler w~s very fortunat~, for he w~s not overburdened by 
an excess· of official duties and, therefore, had ample time for 
qompositio:n. If dates- of publications are reiiable, time was a 
thing Hassler neeqed for ~o:m:positi,ob:, fo.r.P cotl.trasted with his .con-
temporarie~, he was not a prolifiQ co~poser., 
Hassler's first major publi,catio~ came in 1590 when his 
Canzonette a Q:l!l,atro ybci appeared., In the same year another bril-
liant young composer e:p1pldyed by Fugger.P Gregor Aichil;l,ger; published 
his first major work.P ::Sa~~ae canti,ones., Aicb.inger,. like Hasaler.P 
helped to .fuse Italian.a.p.d German music., In 1591, Hassler published 
his. Cantiones :Saera~. Th$se two larger works of Hassler actually. 
had more in.flus.nce .. ~..ra.a:.d=.than .. in Atigsbur.g., 
6 
The year 1595 was a very rruitful one for Hassler as a com-
poser; a year in which two larger works were finished and published 
at the same time~ February 1 9 1596o One was the Neue Teutsche 
Gesang and the other was Madrigali a ~=8 vocio 
~
From the pre.fape of ;Symphoniae Sacrae of Kasper Hasslerjl we 
learn that Octavian Fugge:r-~ a Roman Catholicjl attached great im-
portance to the adornment of church rituals with musico Under these 
conditions Hassler9 of course jl could not confine his output to th~ 
composition of motets onlyjl but had to turn to the Maass the most 
important and significant form of old church music<> Tb.usjl Hassler's 
Masses came into existence and in 1599 the master submitted to his 
patron a large book of eight Masses for 4-8 voiceso 
Hassler had no official connection with the Augsburg Council~ 
yet he provided Augsburg with honor and fame and even with financial 
advaritageso His name attracted foreigners 9 musicians, and students 
and he was in great favor with Emperor Rudolf II, who had considered 
appointing Hassler to his Courto Thus, in 1601, Hassler was given a 
salary and made'head of the Town Pipers by the Council to encourage 
him to stay and to show their esteem for himo Most likely in appre-
ciation of thishonor given him by the Council, Hassler·published 
his Lustgarten, Neu.er Teutsoher Gesang, which included instrumental 
compositions most likely written for the Town Piperso 
Officiallyjl Hassler's position at Augsburg lasted until 
·December 6 9 1601.P but s-ecretly he had made negotiations with Nurn~ 
berg by August of the same yearo Probably.~~ the reason .for Hassler's 
desire to leave Augsburg was the death of Octavian Fugger on 
August ls l60lo 
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Hassler remained in Nurnberg onl~ three short ~ears and in 
1604.~~ was presented with the surname of "von Roseneckhn o Also 9 
in 16049 the Nurnberg Council granted him a I~~r's leave to be 
married and to go awa~ with his bride~ Cordula Clauss of Ulm9 , whom 
he married on February 19 9 1605o The fact that many people fol-
lowed Hassler to Ulm for his marria~e .shows that he was esteemed 
as a man as well as an artist.. B~ the end of' March the master was 
at the Pragp.e-~ Go-ttrt-9 and- ~ two· y:_e-e::rs- he- d:Ett-iberated his next 
move.. In the meantime he publi$hed two more ma1or works~ the 
Kirchengesange: Psal-m:Effl und geistliche Ll,-ede.r in 1607 9 and the 
Psalmen und christliche Gesanij, in 1608o 
Receiving an appGintment to the court in Dresden b¥.. the 
Ele-ctor e-f' :Sa;x~·--in=-166-~ H-ass-le-r- re-:k-inq;u4shed his citizenship in 
Ulm which he had taken out in l608o ArtisticallY.. speaking, the 
following years were ~asslervs leanest yearso Yet Hassler's 
salary in Dresden was 1 9 000 thalers 9 an exceptionally high salarxo 
We may thus conclude that the Elector of' Saxony was among the 
many who held Hassler in high esteem .. 
After the death of' Rudolf' IIs the Electors of va;t>ious states 
assembled for the crowning of their new emperor at Frankfurt am 
Main in the spring of l612o As it was the custom for selected 
musicians to go with their pa trona$ Has s~er~ though now seriously 
ills made the trip with Johann Georg_o;f t)a:x:onyo Hassler's con= 
di tion grew worse and a few weeks after their arrival on the lOth 
of May 9 he died-=on June 8 9 l612o Two days later Hassler lias 
buried, and the occasion was marked by special solemnities 9 f'or as 
8 
Sandberg_er sa'J!'s, "Contrar:y: to customs of' Frankfort 1 the Council, 
b:y: special req_uest of the prince 9 allowed the students of the 
Latin school to walk at the head of the funeral procession and sin&, 
and likewise contrar:y:: to custom, the .funeral sermon could be preac~­
ed in Sto Peter's Church~ 115 
Seven years af'ter his death, a small volume of' his remaini)'lg 
vocal works was published, the Litaney Teutsch, probably completing 
the publication of' his life 1 s worko It is f'airly certain that most 
of his compositions had been published during."hi.s lif.etime.o Url.like 
man.:y:: .. ".c.omp.o,~.r..s _o.:f .the 1.9th. centur_y:., Hassler. ""did "not hav.e tp w.a;it 
for posterity to recognize and appreciate his worko 
5 Adolf Sandberger, nBermerkung.zur Biog!:~;~.phie Ho Lo Hassler 
und seiner Br~dern. (Denkmaler der Tonkuns·t in Bayern V /1; Leip..zig: 
Breitkopf & Hartel, 1904)o Po XCIXo 
CHAPTER .II 
CANTIONES SACRAE (1591) 
.. 
The Canti·on:e-a Sacrae wa-s .f1.rst published in 1521 by Paul 
Kauffmann in Ni.irnberg; a second edition came out in 15.97, and a 
third in 1607o Th~ second edition contained nine more motets 
than did the .first, While the third was just a reprint o.f the 
secondo In 1894, almost three hundred ~ears later, Hermann Gehr-
mann edited these works from the .first two editions for the Denk-
----r-
maler deutscher Tonkunsto 
The Cantiones Sacrae was composed and published while 
Hassler was in Augsburg in the emplo~ of Octavian Fugg~r a .few 
years after Hassler's return from his Italiarr journeyo One· would 
1 
naturally expect very:_ definite Italian in.fluence& ..... to be presento 
TP.e Italian influ.ences.are present, but more important is'the .fac~ 
that Hassler proves himsel.f to be a master in the g.rea t art o.f 
fusing the musical st~les of Ital~ an.d Germ.anyo The so-called 
2 third Netherla,nds School .. of composition (f'rom Joaquin des Pres 
/1445~1521/ to O;,lando di Lasso /153_0-15..24/) had pr'acticall~ died 
out by the.last quarter of the 16th centur~ and the Venetian 
Scb,ool, under the influence of Andrea Gabrieli, was taking. its 
placeo W~en one school dies out and another begins, there is o.ften 
at least one composer in whose works both schools are .fusedo I.f 
1 
·Influences of more graceful melodic construction, of form, 
of homophony,and of antiphonal singingo 
2 A designation introduced by RoGo Kiesewetter in his Die 
Verdienste der Niederlander um die Ton,kunst (J..826) .for th.e long 
series of 15th and 16th-century musicians in t~e Low:qountries~ 
and which is divided into three schools headed.respectively by 
Dufay, Ockeghem and Obrecht, and Joaquin .. 
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that composer is a great one 9 his works are ayen greater and more 
important because of' the f'usiono In Hassler 11 s case this is def'i-
nitely soo He is not torn between these two schools of composition; 
rather, they become one in his compositionso 
What inf'luences, then, did Hassl.er 11 s "Italian Journe:r." have 
upon his composition of sacred vocal works? The Venetian or 
Italian influences may_be seen in three aspects o:f choral campo-
sition: f'orm9 harmony~- and choral te~hniq.ueso The most important 
of these is .form 9 i'or it is the most subtle of allo 
The i'orm of the 16th-centur~ motet is best de.fined as "the 
polyphonic or :rugal aatting o.f a f'ew lines. of' sacred text with ea,pp, 
idea o.f the text having its own musical interpretation or musical 
subje-ct" or "as a short composition .for voices, intended primarily 
.for unaccompanied sing:l..ng-3- written in contrapuntal style upon a 
Latin text which is usually liturg:;tcal or quasi-liturgical in 
characteron3 The use o.f a Gregorian melody as a .c.antus .firmus had 
.. 
virtually disappeared by 15lO and the motet became an art=f'o~m9 
se6ond only to the Masso The disappearance or the .Gregqrian cantus 
firmus gave the motet composer more .freedom in composin~ and 9 that 
the secular element would finally __ .find its way:. into sacred compo-
sition is fnevitableo The secular influence on Hassler was i'orm9 
and those which he utilized are as f'ollows: 
3 Oscar Thompson 9 editor 9 ''Motet", The International Cyclo-
pedia of Music and Musicians (revised f'ifth edition 9 edited bY- " 
Nicolas Slonimsky; New _York:. Dodd 9 Mead & Company;) 1949) 9 Po. ll79.o 
I .. lo 
2" 
3o 
*4 .. 
*5 .. 
6 .. 
Rondo-- abcbdb 3 etc .. 
Frottola-- aba 
Two-part Canzonetta-- aabb 
Three-part Canzorietta-- aabcc 
ll. 
Madrigal (with word repetitions at the end)-- abcc 
.Madrigal ( a .. with extension o~ thematic material, and 
b .. with repetitions or small homophonic 
g~oups but essentiall-:L through composed)-
- abc 
7 .. ·Free-form-- small repeated ~ection at the end (not 
secular) 
* Ger111an madrigal stJtl,es fashioned from the Italian by 
Las~o .and .Hasslero 
Hassler did not carry over these new ~orms completely but 
5.;dapted then;tto suit his own musical purpose., In his hands the 
f':i-ottola, thE3 canzonetta, and th,e mad.rig.al are transformed into 
s8.6red music·using these forms as funO.amental outlines for compo-
sition .. · A thorough stud-y:_o~ the Cautiones Sacrae will show j.ust 
~ow thorouglili Hassler did utilize these forms;,. The ~orty:-eight 
motets o~ this collection fall into the :following categories: 
II .. 
.. 
I.. Motets with text repetitions--smaller ~orms 
Free-form: tex
4
t repetition at the end--Nos .. 12,44 
Rondo-.;.Nos .. 42~ · 5 · .. · 
Frottola--Nos .. 19,20 
Canzonette:. without. rep_eating qeginning_--Noso 7,8 
MB.;drigal: repeated ending.. cli:?.~lY- .in three parts; 
1.. Text repe·t;i tion o~ beg;tnning_~_-No.. 3.0 
· 2., Polyphonic beginning.~-Nos .. 2,5_,6,13~g.2l,25. . ._26JI.J.4 
-~t3 .. Beginning in group technique--No .. }l 
* A series of expositions of a musical idea by di~ferent 
groupings of the voices, i .. e .. , SAT, A:BT, BTS, etc .. 
II., Motets without text repetitions--larger forms 
·Ao Free-form 
12 
1 .. Thematic enlargement of closing__i.dea--Nos .. 3_.~tl7 
*2 .. Gro:up te. chniqu_e and. short repet.itions of the 
closing idea--Nos .. 16,24$.3..8 .... 41,43 
,3 .. Built on Gregorian melodies--Nos .. 14,15,46 4 .. In the st~l.e of the Netherland motet--Nos .. 1,22, 
23.~ 3.5:,4 7 ,.48 . 
B.. Madrigal: with thematic enlarg_e:ment of closing idea. 
1 .. Polyphonic beginning_ .. (first idea three times)--
Nos .. 4,10,.l1,3~,J.6 ' 
*·2 .. G.:roup technique b,eg_inning__ (first idea three times) 
--No ... 27 (with group tec.bn;l.qu_e at end) 
3o Polnhonic begi.nning,.-:--Nos .. 9,12 9 18,.28;.22,3.7 
* A aeries of exposi tlons of a musical idea b-y:. d,ifferent 
groupings of the voices, i .. e .. , SAT, AB'T, BT:S,. etc .. 
Of the forty:-:eigl;lt motets of this coll.ec.tion., only: .six a~e 
in the form known as the motet form4 This f'act shows rather con-
elusively that Hassler needed to go_ beY-ond the form of· the motet 
that he was taught by his early teachers by utilizing some of the 
Italian and German secular song-.formso The q'l,l.estion now arises, 
what was the purpose and did the_se secular forms g:;t.ve the motets of 
Hassler a secular atmosphereo 
HasslerYs purpose in adapting the secular song~form to the 
motet can be s~en quite clearly in one of the most beautiful of all 
his motets 9 the "Dixit Mari~11 (number 7 of the Cautiones Sacrae) .. I 
The part of' the text that ik repeated is "Ecce ancila Domini" 
I ., 
{Behold the handmaid of' the Lord) and it is composed as follows: 
' 
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The wP,:ole section "Ecce ancila Domini" is then rep~ated 
with t;p.e ~ddit+on of ~ closing four bar coda.. It seems quite 
evident: :that'-'the purpose. of' this repeti tiob. is to emphasize that 
p((rt o,f.'~the text which is most important in the motet, ·~:aehold, 
the ,b_andmaj.d Qf' the Lord11 .. Onl:y: throug..h_ the adaption 'of' the 
aecular two-part Canzone~ta form could Has·sler bring about such. 
-anef'fective :r;>~petition of the words and without loss of, sacred 
_.a,trnosphe:reo 
The most impor;l;i~?-nt quality of the material of any,: t(:i~m of 
,mu~.ic :!-s its harmont<> This being .the case, it is necessary to 
study "j:il:+e harmonic aspects of this collection .from botl;l a poly-
phonic and a hom.ophonic viewpo\rrt;o Well over one/half of' these 
.forty-eight motets are primarilY. polY.phonicallY..Written; about 
one/third of' them are in a mixed styl~, half' pol:y:phonic and half 
"homophonio; and the remainder are entirely __ homophonicallY. :written .. 
It is eviqent 9 therefore, that Hassler definitelY. had not broken 
away from the Netherlands f1chool of polyphony: .. iP.. tba t polY-:P.h,ony is 
still his primar~ method or compositiono The ~uestion remainin& 
. \ 
is: what» if an:r-thing~ is dirrerent, striking~ new, or Italian 
about Hassler's use of' pol.:r-phon:v.: or his pol:yphonic construction. 
The rirst thing to be considered is the subjJ3{;.·t_4 o.f a 
Hassler motet. A prerequisite f'or a subj.ect of' a f'uga,l motet dur-
ing the 16th centur:r- was that it should. be composed within the 
ambitus or its modeo Hassler 1 s sub j_ects obeJ:ed this rule in every 
case and the range rarelJ:_exceeded a sixth, and never an octave. 
The answers to these subiects (ag_~in according_ to 16th-century 
practice) could take place at the octave, above or below, the 
unison,. the ro urth above or below, or the firth above or below, 
and these could be strict (real) or modiried (tonal) answers. 
These rules Hassler- also_ obey:~O, to the letter. 
Generally speaking, the 16th1eentury masters based their 
subjects on plainsong melodies, such as the melodY- _from the anti-
phon of the day.:. This was not so with Hassler 1 s sub j_ects, except 
-
in three cases; numbers 14, 15, and 45. are bas~d on antiphons of 
magn:l,ficat.s f'or certain da:r-s of' the liturgical year. Thus, Hassler 
adhered to the contrapuntal Netherlands School and at the same time 
broke away f'rom it, ror he remained a contrapuntist even though he 
did not derive his contrapuntal melodies from the usual sources. 
It is saf'e to say, then, that Hassler invented his melodies 
and, with the exceptions mentioned above, tba t they were not 
4 In that a polyphonic 16th-century motet is either fug13,l or 
polyphonic (not f'ugal) and in that most of this collection falls 
into the f'ormer category, this writer will refer to Hassler's. poly-
phonic line as a nsubjectu. . 
derived f'rom any source of Gregorian melodj:.,. Even the three mote·ts 
that did derive their :first subjects .from Gregprian melody departed 
from the usual practice in that there were no polyphonic develop-
ments o:f motives derived from these Gregorian melodies other than 
the first fugl?-eo It can G}.lso be proved that theY- w~re not deriv~d 
from any secular source or even .from Lutheran chorale tunes .. 
Being freely invented melodies (subjects) they g_~ined a :freshness 
not always found in the 16th-century motet., This :freshness o:f 
style is derived from a folk melodx.~like qualitY- that permeates 
most of Hassler's vocal music~ In other words~ Hassler's melody 
took on a more graceful line than was present in the works o:f 
other Netherlands :School composers of' this period.. This grace of' 
melodic line can easily be traced to his teacher and the Italian 
influence, but more important than this is the ~act that his 
melodic composition still kept its own Germanic firmness.. To show 
this combination of' the German and Italian composition of melodic 
line, observe the subjects below :from Hassler's Cantiones Sacrae; 
a. number 41, "Angelus Domini"~ and bo number .44, "Laudate Dominum": 
Ex.. 2 
a. '~- =? f' f' fjf' r r e e le . r lr J f rrrr, !7dd.rtJ® 
bo 
~¢ o e· 
J~~tu.- t:!A. 
rnrrol 
- -
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More grace of melodic construction due to the Italian influence is 
shown in the nLaudate Dominumn 9 "let at the same time the motet is 
full of the great German firmness of the Netherlands School.,. This 
is Hassler's polyphonic structure; firm 11 g:r>.aceful 3 and 11 above all 11 
useful to the point that even as melismatic a subject as quoted 
above seems ver~ simple and naturalo 
Homophony 11 that sty,J.e of chordal writing_ in which most 
Italian masters excelled, only slowly crept into the compositions 
of the German masters; that is 11 homophonic writingwhich had 
definite dominant and tonic relationshipso Through the use of 
5 
musica ficta. , this V-I relationship was made more possible even 
in a modulation effect6 o There were only five accidentals in use 
during the 16th century (b-flat 9 e-flat 11 f-sharp 11 c-sharp, and 
g-sharp) and enharmonic notations of the accidentals were never 
usedo Yet 11 these five accidentals of the 16th-oentury_practice 
gave Hassler all the freedom needed to transpose or to modulate 
freelyo Hassler 1 s use of musica ficta in homophonic composition 
shows itself very clearly in the motet nDixi t Mari~!~.!".. The first 
point of interest is the sharped ''f" in the soprano on the last 
beat of the third measure which produces a v7 of II without the 
rooto This chord progresses to a major super=tonic chord (by use 
of the naturalized "b") 11 and beaomes a V of V in the ·fourth measure 9 
5 The introduction of chromatic tones for melodic modifica-
tion of the church modes, transposition of church modes, or modu-
lationo (From the Harvard Dictionary, ·~Musica ficta", Po 465..oJ 
6 The cadencing on different degrees of the modeo 
7 Refer to excerpt 11 example 1 11 Po. 13.o 
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later cadencing on the dominant in the fifth measureo This ts the 
first modulatory effect.~~ for momentarily the tonal center is shift-
ed to "P"o But.? in that Hassler was not bound by tonal centev.s~ 
this center again shifts on the first beat of the last :rneasur~ of 
this example to 11 d11 $ {VI in ~ lila jor) o T}+is is accomplished by the 
sharped "c" and the naturalized "b" in the tenor of the next to· 
last measureo If the whole motet were to be analyzed in this man-
ner, it would appear to be a very_ complicated composition full of 
odd modulations and strange eross-relatiqnso But such is the case 
only in attempted analY.sis: of this music; in tb.e sing.j_ng. _or hearing 
of tb.is nao:tet no such complication o.f modulation is evidento I.t 
is beauti.ful, clear, a;nd expressive musi~O' This beauty and clarity 
is possible only in that Rass.ler was beginning _his great feat of 
fusing the national elements of German r~ggedness with Italian 
grace~- and Netherlands School poly:phony_ with Italian homophony_o 
The rhythm of the Hassler motets of 15.91 needs little dis~ 
cussion other than to point out that Hassler was breaking away from 
pr9portional rhythn\ to a more ,strict and rigid melodic :rhy:thm.. The 
,·· r 
·· folloyving example shows. the freely: :flowi+t.g_ proportional rhythm; the 
··opening. subject from the f'ive~voi--ce·· motet "~JJ.em. in coelo et in 
., .. ,.. 
terra" P number 27 in the Gan tione s .Sacrae: 
EXo 3- : 
-~ ao ! 
. . ·.~ 
~$- ZIT F 0 rr= Sl" d fr f @'9p r r r ~ r r 
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The next example~ '8Diligam te Domlne 19 9 nUJ:J:~:b-er 10 in the Cantiones 
Sacrael' shows a mo~e regularl3: accentuated rhy:thmie pattern., 
Here the accentuated sy:llables :fall on the beat of the measure that 
co.}tlmon practice. would call the strong. beat, thus gi_v:ing .. a more 
,_ 
st:t'ictly bound rhythmo· This,.again, is a de.finite Iralian in-
fluence of the secular songo. However, this cannot be c+ ted as 
general practice for tqe early: motets o.f Hassler, because the more 
strict rhythm occurs too infrequentlY. to be called a complete 
breaking away from proportiotla.l rlly:thmo 
Hans Leo Hassler was th.e. i'ir·st g-reat German master to 
realize a great variety:.. of ei'feots that. ao'ul.d b~ o.b.tai.ned in choral 
wri tiligo This new technique of' _choral composition. was. ~leaned :from 
his Italian journey .. and was tempered ·and controlled by: .his German 
nature, a nature.that did not allow him to use this new techni~ue 
8 
with complete abandono This new tiechni~ue was antiphonal singing 
.for which both Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli :w:e.r.e-·.a.o_..:f,'amouso An-
tiphonal singing was.~~ :for the most part 9 used by Ita:j.ian composers 
·· .............. . 
in choral compositions written .for .five or more voiees and es-
~e-cially .for tM.pse c.o.mp.o..s.i'tlons w.ri tten for eight D twelve, and six-
teen voiceso Compositions .for these numbers o.f voices were made up 
8 Used in this thesis as a g~neral term meaning the answer-
ing o:f one voice with another voice or o:f di:f.ferent combinations 
of voices with another combination of voicess and used in many 
guises incl~~ strict echo teehniq~eo 
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of two 9 three or four choirs 9 thus giv:i.tlg. the ~mp.o..s.e.:tt many oppor-
tunities for eolor contrasts and gr..e.a~ :e.uJ.l-~ ~tuationse 
Hassler earried this technique even further b.N u..s.i.s.g.it-whenever 
he felt he needed or wanted contrast,~~ and u.s..e.d,.U;...~:,- it was 
in a twelve-voi·ce motet for three choi~s. .oJ? a .s.ma.J,J,.~ i'or four 
voicesQ He used antiphonal singing throug-ho.u.t ..the .O~es 3acrae 
- whenever the use of' it would serve to.hai~ten ~ ~~ng of' the 
texte Yet 9 as well as he did employ this tecb.ni.q.u.e..+n his motet 
composition of 1591,~~ it was not until the grea.t. .. Ma.s..s-e.s- o.t' 1599 and 
his most mature motets.of' 1601 that antiphonal. . ..s.i.~~am.e intq 
its i'ull glory a 1:! the hands of' Hans Leo Ras.s:L.er~ . T:Q..e Q.On trast o:f 
high voices with lower voices in his f'our~:v:o.i.c..e-mot.et. ".Dixit 
Maria" will serve to illus·trate ·the use of' an.ti.~l ..sin~ing. by 
this great German composer6 
Ex.. 3 
I 
CHAPTER III 
MISSAE (1599) 
0!3tavian Fugg,~r9 Hasslerv s emplo.~e.J:! -Ul ~ Vfas a 
patron who demanded musiGal adornme:nt.-i'o.r ·the P~ .g_:f -the 0hur0h 
service and.~~ there .fore, expected i'rom his. cb.ie;t' ~-~...an»· not only 
motets.~~ bu.t Masses B- tooo In.l,!l97 9 Hassle:J? pres.en.te.d .h;is patron 
with a large volume Gontainin~ eigl;lt Mass.e.sq. . 'l!h.e.: ~~ is one or 
the earliest forms of' Gomposition. and was.regar.Q.e..d b~ the old 
:masters as the higll,est .form.. ·of vo0al composiUo.:r;L..,.. ~:h Hassler 
this must also have been the Gase 9 .for in theae ,..e.i-g.l:1.t Masses he 
composed some of his .finest Ghoral workso· 
Beginning wi tb.. the composi tiona of Ma.cb:au.t.....~.c..r .. 1.:}00-co 13. 77) » 
the .·form of the Mass was well established.,_. !llirl.s-.. ~ ~s in .five 
movements:. K-:lrie, Gloria 9 Credo 11 Sanctus (:a~~) 9 ~nd Ag_nus 
Dei.. Occasionall~.~~ the Benedictus was separat.ed .. :t:.:P-Oni .t.ke Sanctus 9 
thus resulting .in six movementso This was. tha-f'.o.rm of: the Mass 
which Hassler inherited and he neither materiall~ ~~~hened nor 
short\6ned ito 
The Masses of' the 16th centur~ !'ell int.o .four ~ · categor--
ies· and all of them9 save one 9 were in very: po.puJ...a~ Y.&e from J.4oo 
through 1600o These four categories may: be. su.b.d.i:v:.i.d.-e4 aecording 
to musical treatment because the Masses of' this.-.p.a:t!i.o.d w.ere either 
1 
cyclical or non=cy:.clical using_ borrowed musieal ..ma:ter1.al that was 
1 All Mass movements beginningwi th same .musical materialo 
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either sacred or secular and of monodico.:r po.J..ypb.on~ nature,. The 
2 types of Masses that were treated in the above manners Wel'iEr; · 
IIIo 
L. The Plainsong, Mass.~~ which is non-ay::clicfil and 
draws its musical material from a Gregorian Mass~ 
2o The Cantus firm.us Mass jl. a cy:c.J.i.ca+ 1'.o.rm in which 
all movements are based on the .s.a..me melody 
(usually: in the tenor) and was the most typical 
of' this periodo 
3~ The Parod'3:. MassJ!_ a c~clical. form which u~ed musi-
cal material .from a pre-existent .motet~ .chanson or 
madrigalo 
4o The freely:.invented Mass 9 a n0~l-:t.~al ±'orm in 
which the· comp.oser newly inve.:Q.t.ed.:hi..s musical 
material for each Mass movement;~~ though usually 
the complete orig;Lnality is q,uestionable,. 
The categories most freq,uentl~ used in the 16th ~~~ry: were 
numbers 2 and 1.;. numbers 1 and 4 being_ the .. ~ i.la ~t orde:ro 
If' we were to classi.f'y: Hassler's Masses S~..C-C-9-r-.ding to the 
names he gave them they:. should .fall into the above,.-mentioned 
categories as .follows: 
IVo 
MIS.SA L super: "Dixit Maria" 9 a Parody. Mass based 
on the motet of the same name 9 number VII in the 
.. Cantiones Sacraeo , 
MISSA IIo (sine nomine).~~ a freel~ invented Masso 
.MI.S.SA IIIo (sine nomine}.~~ a freel~ invented Mass .. 
-
MISSA IV,. super: "Verba meau 9 a Parody Mass b~sed 
on Hasslervs own motet "Verba mea11 9 o:f which there 
is no traceo 
2 . . .. Tb.e~e categories are paraphrased :from the Harvard 
Dictionary:; nMass" 9 PP ... 428=29 9 and uParody Mass 11 9 p., 554 .. 
MIS:SA yo super~ oq.-.;cee quam bonum" 9 a Parody Mas a 
based 0n the mo·tet or the same name from the 
. Cantiones Saer.ae 9 __ p.umber XVI a 
MISSA VI, supe:a. ... : ncome f'uggir 111 9 a Parody Mass based 
on a seeular melodl' whose origin i.s no..t ·certa-in.,* 
MIB.SA VIIo super: "Q.uem in caelo" 17 a f.llWo.d:t. Mas.s · 
actuallY. based on two mote:t..s.. o.t the ~ti.ohes Sa.crae.P 
number XXVIII ( "Q.uem in caelo") and ber XXIX' · · 
("Ecce enim") .. . 
* As listed b'3: Joseph Auer 9 DDT 8 VII.ll p& XIo 
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According ... to the above outline~ Masses number I-;, IV£> V 9 VI 9 and 
VII are C~<:flicaL Masses and numbers II 9 I!I-g an.d-.1lTII ~e non'":' 
cyclical .. - Hassl·er deviated .from the norm becau.s..e..t~.9t all of the 
supposed cyclical Masse~ .were so composed .. t.hr..o.ugl:a.o..u.t.. S..t?-d the 
supposed non'!"Q'&'clical Masses were partially .c..o.mp.os.e.d in .. c7elical 
-form .. A thematic anal~sis of each Mas~ will .sa~ ~bis more. 
clearlyo 
MISSA I super: "Dixit Mariam 
Kyri.e 
Gloria 
Ore do ...,.. \ i \ D I ~" II I " "'-- K::::J_ 
'U. ... II W..IR ta'T 7 I 
r: a~ an-.... . , I H 
Sanctus .&... 
lo./l' I 
'" _t)ft 0 k.A -~-y-· I I ~~ 
f:} C)_ 'f" 
-
. I - 4 I 
-Ag:nus J).ei 
All movements are thematicallY- related and in perfect cyclical form& 
Gloria 
{
Credo 
c.rucifixus 
Agnus .Dei 
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MISSA II (sine nomine) 
.• 1-A-®-r.r--t --=-r -.-r -=-r -tl--'f r!L-1rl--tf-t-l ~F __ : (Inversion) 
~~=jJt::;t;::::::::f~r::;r;::· ~r~r~r~§r=:;;o======= c.!i~:r~~~-~~rr~~r~­
~.1 ft:::iact=_:::±r·:±~±r±r=tj ~r·=tE~r~=== (Rh.ytb.micall:.v. 
t-. ~{fl;:j-'1.\-c~------i_.....:..._~--+----- varied) . 
tik-f_(r---•--f_'---'r'----+-+1 f--+-~ -+-r -- (Rh-y.:thmi call:y H_ ~~+--~---+_ ---'-------·. "'(ar.ied) 
The Sanctus has no thematic relationship to the ..o~ -l!lfOvement·~ o 
MISSA III (sine nomine) 
Kyrie ~~n: r· r r r I? d 
(Credo l j ~t r H f r I e J 
LEt in 5pirit4j~t 0 ~ m r r (91 J 
Aghus Dei f:jftJ; 0 ' f f o d 
: (1High t. rhyt~ c 
variatJ.onY 
\ 
(Rh-y.:thmic varia-
tion) 
(Rhy:~hmic varia-
tion) 
There is no other thematic r~lationship beyond those ~ndicatedo 
Kyrie 
{
Gloria· 
~:ui tollis 
Credo 
Sanctus 
and 
Agnus Dei 
Kyrie 
Gloria 
. . 
MISSA IV super: "Verba mea" 
lffit6 Ad p~· r r ~ r I" 
liJzy o. d 1 "· r rt r 1 Q 
~ aba f'orm) 
(Slight rh~thmic 
v:a.PiationJ 
MISSA V super:· 11'Ecce quam bonumi' 
The .Sanctus and Agnus .. Dei have no thematic relai;:ionship to the 
Kyrie or to themselyeso 
MISSA VI super: "Come f'q.ggir" 
~yrie Jf!-rd$1 J r r c r r r I r rr f' 0 :c aba :form) 
\ 
Credo 
Crucifixu1jt J, ; r H r I r r Q r 
Et iterUJn ~~¢; d Ol J c e f"'l '& f 
?:Slight melodic 
variation) 
(Melodic varia-
tion) 
Sanetus l ;t -J ' J r r I r r r r ' (j riQ (Siliti<> .. ~ Jcyrie ~ 
There is no .. thematic relationship other than the above. 
[
Kyrie 
Ghriste 
Gloria 
MI.SSA VII super: "Q.uem in eael.b"* 
tj;t - 0 I f F 0 I f 0 e I 0 d (nUJnber 28) 
Jj t _ eyr e o 1 \? . (nUJnber 22) 
I £t 0 ' r I e e eft' E f r I d :(number 28) 
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*' .. . 
Based on motets "~~em in caelo" and "Ecce enim", numbers 28 and 
29 resp·ectivel~~.o:f the Cantiones Sacr~e. 
Credo 
Crucifixus 
Sanctus 
Benedictus 
> 
Agnus Dei 
·'Kyrie 
{Christo 
Credo 
Agnus Dei 
., 
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MISSA VIr (continued) 
'-number 2 8 9 lj¢ - d I f r e ~'I = d :· slight rhythmic 
variation} 
J~J~t ~--::!=fft:!:P::::E:f'~=:::ti:::!E~== (number 29) 
MIS:SA VIII (sine nomine) 
lb·. $' ~re t l e ~(~~~~fc varia-
rJ le f J : 
I 
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Of the five Masses that are denominated as having been 
written on given themes, only two . .follow completelythe cyclical 
form that one would expect--~umbers I and.IV~ The other three. are 
only partially based on the motet themes: numbers V and VI have 9 
each, two unrelated movements; and number VII is . .:o.a~.e.d o.la two mc)tet · 
themes ... O.f the three Masses that are indiQ.a:t.e..d .as .b.e.in.g_ sine 
. -.-.~,-
no¢ne, number XI has perfect cr~clical f~.r.mt-. based up.o~ a subj_ect 
whose name Wl9 do not know.IJ. number III is cycli.cal ~-for two 
unrelated mrpvements, and numbe.r VIII is rat.heJ;> .... tJ;>~ 4t:vent·ed ex-
cept for t~e .following_ intere~ting_ themati.c reJ.:at.i.oJ:.:l..sh:ips: its 
Kyrie, Chri~te, and Patrem omnipotentem are .li.nk.eci . .th.elUa.~ically, 
and in its Agnus Dei the soprano enters in-the.s.e.Q..G.J;;l.ci.me.asure with 
the nDi:Xit Maria" subject .from Missa I, thus .t...y:ing . .in all the 
Masses with this subtle reminder of his first-, Ma.s..s._ 
The manner of usual composition within t.b.e v..a;ra.fious move-
ments o.f the Mass was as follows: 
VIo 
lo KYRIE, a short text :fugally set in compact sty:_leo 
2.; GLORIA, a longer text which has no ex.t.ended :fugal 
writing but is rather a c.o.mpromise between polyphonic and homo-
phonic. wri tingo 
J.o ORED0-2 an even longer text than tb.e. Glo.Jrla and which 
is o.ften strictly homophonic .. 
4o SANCTUS AND BENEDICTU:S 9 short text& in ~l st-y.:le with 
fewer voices :for the I.3enedictus for the pu:rpG-s.e o.:f G-G-n.:Wasto 
, 5o A GNUS DE.I ,~~ a short text in :fugal st.-y;l.e $1' u.sp.alJ..y in :four 
parts, the first three p,arts using the text "A.gnt:LS-.. Dei (jlUi tollis 
peacata mundi 9 miserer-e nobisn, and the last :p.ar.:t us.i.n& :tl!ie last 
phrase of the text, udonna nobis pacem", and of'ten employ:_ing ___ more 
voices .. 
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Here again Hassler made deviat:t..ons;_ this time within the 
basic outlines stated aboveo However, there were no obvious in-
fl.uences of an~. secul.ar song-..forms ~s are. evident in the. Cautiones 
Sacra~? .. and the Sacri Oonc.~nm.a4. 
Hassler composed the Gloria_ in two main sections in all but 
Missa V'III~ which was composed as a singl..e unit. However,- ~issa VIII 
was divided into sections, althoUgh Hassier.did not use the double 
bar to. ind.icate it, for bx, the use of a 'full cadence and a time 
ch:a.pge..;. the movement divided itself +nto .sections. The two main 
sections of the Glorias spoken· of are the ones that Hassler clearly 
indi.cated b~ the double bar. Yet, there is still a third section 
which Hassler did not make clear bJ~: the use of the double bar, but 
did make ver;t, clear bJ~: a chang.e in mete:r. T)ie :first two sections 
mentioned beg_in at the words ~·Et in '\;erra. ••. •·'' and "~-q.i tollis 
pe"ccata mundi .... ",and the third s~ction, indicated only by the 
time chang.e, bei_ins at the words "Oum. sancto Spiritu • • • " This 
so-called third section does not exist in the Missa I but does 
exist in all the other seven Mas.ses.. It must be noted: however, 
that the division of the Gloria is not new with Hassler's Masses; 
t:hat is, the division into two sections is not new. Composers like 
Dufay; Okeg,hem, Palestrina, diLasso, etc •. , divided the Gloria into 
two sections by tne use of the double l::>ar before the. "Q..ui tollis • 
" None of these composers, however,. made a third division at 0 ... 
"Cum sancto :Spiri tu". as dld Hassler. Hassler made this third 
3 C.f .. ante~ p. lL, 
4 Cf .. po . at, p .. 45 ... 
-.-.. 
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sec.tion l:J~ changing the meter to a q_u,ick triple meter.. He reserved 
this time chang_e almost solel~for the "Cum sancto S:pir.itu .. a ."to 
give the Gloria a jo'l"ous finale .. 
Hassler divided the Credo into even more sections~ most 
likely because of' tb,.e long.er text and the desire to create differ-
ent musical atmospheres .for each tex.:tru.al section which he chose to 
treat separately,.. Generall~ speaking..,. Hassler divided the Credo 
into the following. six sections: 
VII .. 
l .. ~'.Pat rem omnipotentem n . 0 0· 
-2 .. "Et incarnatus est 
" " 0 o. 
lo 11Crucif'ixus " 0 0 0 
. 
4c. "Et i terum venturus It 0 0 <>· 
. 
5o, 11Et in :Spiritum It 0 
" " 
. 
6 .. "Et vitam venturi tf 0 0 ... 
Hassler's sectional division of' the Credo was consistent 
throughout the ¥asses with the e:xception of' three places~ which 
will be noted in the outline of th.e anal.ysis of each Credo .. Has-
sler did not always use all six of these sections when he divided 
his Oredos, but he did have a standa:r>d :for the division of' the 
Oredo;.his adherence to this standard is shown in the following 
outline. 
3,0 
VIIIo. 
MIS.SA I~ "Dixit Maria"» is divided into the si:X: sections 
above mentioned~~ 
MISSA II, sine nomine 1 is divided.into the six seations 
above men tiona d., 
, I 
MI'SSA. III~ sine nomine 9 is. divide¢1.. into on:);.y .f=!-v~ sections, 
not using,.the "~t iterum venturusn and 11Et vitam venturin as·. 
separate sections and making another section· at "Et expecton., 
. 
MTSSA IV, "Verba mea" is divided into .five sections 9 not 
using, ".E.t iterum venturus" as a separate section., . 
. 
'MIS:SA. V '· "Ecce quam bonum" is divided into only .four 
sections 9_ not using_ !'Et i tertim venturus''~ and "Et vi tain. venturi" 
as separate·seetions., 
MI~SA VI, "Come f\lgg;L,rtf, is divided in to the above-men-
tioned six gections. 
MISSAVII 1 "Q..uem in oa.elo", is divided into the six 
sections mentioned.above., 
MI:S.SA.VIII, sine nomine, is divided into seven sections not 
using 11Et in Spiritum" a.s a separate seation and making two other 
sections at "Q.ui ex Patre" and ''.Et conglori.ficatur••o 
While the division o.f a Mass movement into sections was not 
new with :S:assler, he did malre .fairl:y: consistent divisions o:f the 
Credo movement into sectionso J)u.fa~9 Okeghem,g diLasso, Palestrina, 
and A .. Gabrieli--both individual:l.I". and collectiveiy.:_-were not con-
sistent in the divisions that they made 9 except at the "Et incar~ 
. 
'natus a " In Hassler's 1V1asses, this consistenc-y: points' to the 0 0 
.fact that he wanted a .fqrm or a mold into which he cou.ld pour his 
compo si tiono 
One curious feature o.f the Credos in the eight Masses is 
that they are divisable. into smaller units, each o.f which is a 
motet in itself o These se·ctions of the Credo .are treated either 
homophonically .or in imitative counterpoint.. They oon.form more 
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nearly .. to the classie3al 16th=centurN: mota:t5 than do his own 'motets 
of 1591 and 160lo 
With Ras sler 9 the n AgnU.s Dei" also underwent s:om.e cha:ng.e s 
. . 
in formo Most of the other great 15th and. l6th=century composers 
conceived of it as having. four clearly.: indicated sections:. three 
different settings for the thrice-repeated phrases beginning wi.th 
the words "Agnus Dei" and one setting for the words "donna nobis 
pacemno Hassler 9 however 9 made only one setting. for the thric.e-
repe~.ted first part of the text 9 instead of three 9 but oft~n re-
peated the words "rniserere nobisr~ several times to different 
motive so He. omitted entirely th.e "(lonna n9bis· pacem" in seven of 
the Mass:es, and included it onl:t in Miss.a VI.llo Hassler v s short-
ening of the "-Agnus Dei" seems to have been the result of Ital_ian 
influence,. for· the onl:y: previous ones in somewhat similarly 
shortened form that have been discovered by this writer are 
those in the Masses of Hassler's teacher, Andrea Gabrielio The 
maili di.fference is that Gabrieli regularly included th.e ., donna 
nobis pacem" 9 so that--comparatively --Hassler_v s practice seems 
simply a .further development or a tendenc~ that had already mani-
tested itself in his teacher's Masseso 
AlthougP. Hassler's form of the "Agnus Dei" is 9 of course» 
liturgically.: incorrect toda-y: 9 it probably was loca.llY. acceptable 
in his own time as a shorter form of the servicea The .fact that 
his Masses are comparatively brief' 9 and that this same tendency 
5 Refer to definition o:f motet» p., 10" 
,l2 
toward an abbreviation of the service was not entirel-y peculiar 
to him would se~m'to preclude an~ deeper significance to his 
omissions.. It s.hould be noted that, despite its textual trunca-
tion, the "Agnus· Dei" in each or Hassler's Masses makes good 
musical sense, a:P,d--exce:pt .for the absence o.f the words "donna 
nobis pacem" in seven of the Masses--is textuall'l' c·omplete .. 
Sp :far as theharll:).OnY- in the Masses is concerned, Peter 
6 
Wagner, in :p.is treatise on the histor'l' of. t~ .. MI:Uis., S?-id, 
:aass::L~r wa~ very:_ adept at combiningh6:rnopJ:tony. ~p.:nd 
poly:_pJ4.on~. .. .. .... Heavy:_ __ contrapuntal f.o.r±J.J.s,, .l.ike the 
canon,~~ were used.very:_ sparinglY. by:_ Hassler .. 
As was stated earlier in this chapter, Hassler diCi not use 
the fugal form o.f' the classical 16th-century :motet,~~ but~ rather 
he used imitative counterpoint where fugal sections usually appear 
i it . 7 ., ' ' n Mass compos 1on o Hassler.s. use of' imitative counterpoint was 
a more expedientmeans of poly:_phonic composition than f'ug_al writing, 
.for he was thus more subtly able to combine polyphony and homophon~ .. 
On almost any:_ pag_e o! the Masses, a good example of' this mixture 
can be found, and the number of voices for which it is written is 
immaterial o The following two examples,. the f'irst f'rom a four-voice 
Mass and the second from a six-voice Mass, show how Hassler moves 
back and forth between polY.Phony and homophon'l' without cadencin~: 
6 Peter Wagp.er.~~ Geschichte der Masse (I Teil:Bis 1600; L.eip-
zig:~ Brei tkopf &: Hartel, 1913.) ,~~ p:-)43.. (Translated by C .. R .. Crosby.) 
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a." MT3SA II (sine nomine.), "Gloria." 
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In the example from the ''Gloria" of the Missa II (see a<> 
above) 1. there is homophony by the time the bass enters with the 
subjecto The ~ree counterpoint above the sub1ect in the bass was 
calculated to sound like homophony and not like polyphonyo In 
the example from the Kyrie of Missa VII (see bo above)~ Hassler 
divided the six voices into two choirs of three voices each and 
had tp_em sing the subj_ect antiphonally be~ore he sounded all six 
voices together in strict chordal styleo The chief reason why~ 
Hassler was able to accomplish a homophonic sound in polyphonic 
texture was that he almost invariably gave the soprano:SI or the 
top voice 9 the main roleo There is even a closer affinity between 
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the soprano and the bass» which further shows how Hassler was able 
to give the soprano line greater prominence, 
By the last part of the 16th century~ the number of modes 
had grown from eight to twelve. There were two authentic and two 
plagal modes added; the Aeolian and Hypoaeolian, and the Ionian 
and Hypoioniano The two new authentic modes gradually began to 
supplant the older modal s~stem. The Ionian mode became G major 
and the Aeolian its relative minoro 
Of all the different collections of Hassler's sacred vocal 
works, the Masses are the most progressive from the standpoint of 
tonalityo O.f the eig]:l.t Masses, .five are in the Ionian mode, one 
is in the Dorian, ·one is in the Aeolian, and the other is in. a 
tonus mixtus, both Dorian and Aeolian modeso This definitely 
points to. the fact that Hassler was quite aware of the tonally 
major key, the Ionian modeo The following analysis of Missa VI 
shows his awareness of major tonality:. 
IX. 
Kpie 
It-Y-r.ie eleison--ca.dences on I 
.Cnriste eleison--cadences on V 
Kyrie eleison--cadences on I 
Gloria 
Et in terra~-cadences on V 
~ui tollis--cadences on II 
Cum sancto Spiritum--from.II to V~ cadencing on I 
Credo 
Patrem omnipotentem--cadences on I 
Et incarnatus est--cadences on V 
Cruci.fixus--cadences on I 
Et iterum--cadences on I 
Et in Spiri tum---from .I to V, cadencing on I 
Et vitam venturi--from V, cadencing on I 
Sanctus 
Sanctus--cadences on V 
Hossana.:..-oaden.ces on I 
Benedictus--eade·nces on I 
Hosanna--cadences on I 
Agnus Dei 
Remains within the ·tonal c·enter o:f ·"c" 
Not only: did Hassler use the Ionian mode, but he also used 
very definite tonic and dominant relationships as can be seen from 
the analysis above. Cadencing on different degrees o:f a mode in a 
motet or Mass Was_ common practice during the 16th century, b_ut 
cadencing on 6tllY.. the :final and the dominant was not common 16th-
century practice.. H.ass:Ler was, however, consistent in cadencing 
on the .finai and dominant in his Masses, especially in tho.se 
Masses which used the Ionian mode, and over one-half o::f Hassler's 
Masses are in this mode. 
In rhythmic interest as well as harmonic interest, Has-
sler's Masses broke away:., som..ewhat, from the 16th-century practice, 
which was still strong_ throug_hout Germany._ even after E:assler' s 
death. 
There is one 'Mass in !).articular in which Hassler show~ a· 
sense of classical rhythm which has been defined as u. • · ·• a. 
simple rhythm combined with strong accents in regular :reculirenoe 
whioh ·pervade and regulate uniformly: the entire fabrio· ... " 8 Missa V 
super: ''Ecce quam bonum" has these c.las sical rhythmi.o tendencies 
8 Willi Apel., ":Rhythm'!, Harvard ·Dio.tionar:r. of Music, p. 642. 
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1.n efrery movemento This is a 16th-centur~ work that can be pro-
vided with bars without distorting the details of' its rhythm. 
Originally, of' course,~~ 16th-century: .. composer·s: did not use bar-
lin~s; but depended on initial· indications of' meter to be of' suf'-
f'icient g_uide to the singerso Most mode~n editors insert bar-
lines to expedite present-daY- sing_ers' reading of' the musico With 
most 16th-century works,~~, however, this procedur.e distorts some 
details of' the rh-:t:.t.hmo Hassler's Missa V, however, can be barred 
without loss of' r;hythmic subtletly:o For the purpose Qf' showing 
how close Hassler came to :fully realizing classical rhythm in 
this Mass, the .following. examples will _be written out in f'irst,the 
old (p:ropc;rt:ional) rhythm., and secondly:, the new (classical) rhythm. 
6. 
a. Kyrie--(original) 
..... • . 
£. • • ~ • .  I J.. If I I \ \ I \ l" 1 0 
f,t'\Y '+-
.J _.l'"" 
\: 
-
r (11 fft'.s-Te. ~- /e/- S'trx/ C'lllt.t'J!l! e- /et-.J'<YX 
I 'I"' Q IIIli 
1"111 1"' c c:;, \ 
/, ,,~ \ 
\. 
-...J ' 
' 
KY.:r.ie--(with bar-l:i,nes) 
If 1 r r r I ~. e I r f ~ I ~ ~ ~· 
· ky-~1e. e.- le,-s.s"K1 ky-Jt.1'e.. e.-/ei-sc:r... 
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The ~hythm of the KY.rie has not been af:f'ected by such a revision; 
regular re:~urring ~ccents~ present in the.· original, are just more 
obvious in the 'mo~~ modern-looking versiono What has been shown 
here With the rhythm or the K~rie cad also be shown with the more 
rhythmicallY- subtle pol~phonic movements or this Mass, ror example 
in the Sanctus and Benediattts.: 
b ., ( o rigi.nal ) 
-
l$Ptt d. J J r f' d f' · J J !1 e 
S'tJII. -- - - - c~.J .!An - - - - - ~ 
I@~ t O· · J o. d - d J J J r f d · : 
--s~- ~~~ -d/e.--tli:.J pi ve. - - - - nlf · 
(with bar-lines) 
.. 
·.• .. : 
-· 
.U~re again no rh'lthmic harm has been done by editing_ these two 
~;i:~~pleso The reason this is so is that Hassler had regularlY..re-
curring ·accentuation in mind when he composed this Mass" Not all 
, 
or Hassler's Masses, howeverll can undergo this kind of' editing 
without losing some or their inherent rh~thmic qualities, th6u&h 
3.9 
most of the p.qmophop;ic sqctiotts cquld be so ~di ted.. Man:v. of the 
polyphonic sectitlhs woulq surfer loss of rhythmic subtlety: by 
such editing .. 
Hassler's rh:v.t~~ ~s by no ~eans entirely classical, but it 
is suff'iciently: .so to serve as contrast to the subtleties that 
proportional rhy:thm cotil4 ~iveo Yet, bein& a product of' the 
Renaissance era, Hassler never let this regularlY- accentuated 
rhy:tb.m _become square or qorin~ .. 
• ! • .~ 
As to choral tec~ique.s,. H~ssler used many: kinds of' antiph-
onal singing"' in the Masst;ts,. but h~ never used them indiscri~-
nately" They:.were alwayf\1 used for thepurpose of' better inter-
pretation of' the text •. :ij:assler1 s uncannily subtle use o.f' this 
•; I 
device resulted in music_ that is lilever boring... On almost every 
page of score, an antiphtmal arrangement o:f the voices, in .. one 
guise or another, can bE? f'ound.. to be sure, :most of the late. 
16th-cen,tur-y: colllposers u~ed :i,.t tc;> some small extento But in 
Hassler's music, espeqia+ly: in his colle6tion of Masses and later 
in his 1601 collection C?f motets, great music result.ed :from the. 
innumerable methods of' s~tti:ng vo:j..ces off' in antiphonal gl"oups, 
I 
making .this one of Hassle.r' s foremost techniques in composition .. 
As stated earlier, nan.tiphona1.- .aingingu is a genera+ te~mt\9, 
including.echo effects, divisions of' the choirs in answerin& 
sections, and the setting. off' of some voices against others.i'or 
purposes of contrast.. M~n~.t imes .not even the same text was used 
in the __ an.tiphonal sectiop.s., Hassler use.d this technique :for color 
contrast much as a s..Y.II!-Phonist uses the di:f.ferent instruments of' 
the orchestra .. 
9 c.r .. ante,. p .. 18. 
In the· Credo movement of every Mass.? Hassler actually: in-
terpreted the meaning_or this great statement of belief' in sound-
colors. It was used for the glorification of the text and not f'or 
musical effect alone4 
To show more clearly how Hassler was able to interpret text 
solely by the use o.f mixed voices in varying combinations that 
sang without the accompaniment of instruments, the Credo from 
Missa VI super: "~"Q.em in eaelo" will be an~lyzed from this stand-
point in the following outlineo 
x. 
11Gredo in unum Deum 
.. 
• "-P~trem omnipotentem, .faetorem : A . .fugal. wopking out. of a rhyth-
coeli et terrae; :.mic v~~iation of the "~t!.em in 
:, caelo" subject 
"visibiliuril. omnium et invisi-
bilium omnium 
"Et in unum Dominum J~s~m 
Ch:ristum 
-
.. 
: Homophonic; texture lightened, 
: using __ ;f'our upper register voices 
: --suddenly appearing .from the 
: pol:rpl;tonic texture preceding. it 
.. 
... 
: Full s1x voice texture in ~lower 
: rp:~thmic moven1:6n.t of g:re,at·· 
: . d~~:t t.Y. and powe~ 
.. 
.. 
"Filium Dei .unig~nitum, at ex : Three voioe texture, hiS}:!. 
Pa.tre n~tu.m. ante omnia se.~o~l.S. : ~sw~;a~d 'b1 low-:.a.ll voices at 
: "onmj.a. saeouls." 
: . 
"Deum. de Deo, lumen de lu.min,e,.: Answering th:r-ee voice texture., 
Deum verum de Deo vero g_enitem,; repeating the words "Deum de Deo 1 
non· factum oon substantialem : lumen de lumina" with different 
Patri, · ·· : music but same choral technique 
"~..-. et.uem o.mni.a. f'ac ta aunt 
.. 
• 
. : All voices .in positive declama~ 
: to:r'l'. homophony.:--with a.n almost 
: literal repetition or the same 
• 
• 
"qui propter nos homines~ et 
propter nostram salutem des-
eendit de eoelis~ 
... 
. 
.. 
... 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
. 
• .. 
.. 
.. 
First two phrases again in 
answering three voice texture 
(outer and inner voices)~ at 
"descendi t"--Hassler used word 
painting, one of the few words 
ever described musically by 
itself, and unusual in-that all 
voices descend a major sixt:O,*, 
thus heightening the effective-
: ness of the word 
"Et incarnatus est de Spi~itu 
sancto~ ex Maria virgine~ et 
homo factus est 9 
"Orucifixus etiam pronobis sub 
Pontio :Pilato 9 
"passus~ et sepultus est, 
. 
. 
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
" .. 
• . 
"' ..
.. 
• 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
... 
" 
.. 
. 
... 
.. 
.. 
.. 
... 
.. 
19Et re surrexi t tertia die 9 
secundum scripturas; -et. ascen;_ 
dit in coelum sedit addexteram: 
.. 
. 
.. 
.. 
Dei Patria, et iterum venturus 
esi; cum gloria judicare vivos 
et mortuos; cujus regni non 
er+t finiso 
.. 
... 
.. 
.. 
• 
" 
... 
• 
.. 
.. 
'~E.t in Spiri tum. sanctum Dominum : 
et vivificantem9 qui ex Patre .. .. 
et Filioque procedit,· qui cam 
Patre et Filio simal adoratur, 
. 
" 
.. ,._ 
et con glorifieatur; qui locu-
tus a~t per Propb,etaa.. Et unam : 
sanctam aatholicam$ et apostol= : 
icam ecclesiamo Confiteor unum : 
baptisma in Remissionem pecca-
torumo Et expecto resurrec-
tionem mortuorumo 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
• 
. 
. 
A separate section for this 
portion of the text "ex Maria 
virgine" repeated in three 
different setting.s with dif-
~erent voice combinations, a 
fourth time with all voices--
the last phrase in long notes 
for all voicese~ The whole . 
section is of mystical quality 
Slow fugal treatment in the 
minor (Dorian mode) 
Two mournful homophonic meas-
ures for all voices 
A much more cheerful section of 
two, three, and four voices in 
answering fashion and in straight 
homophonyo The homophony of this 
section gives a more positive 
feeling than the preceding slow 
moving counterpointo 
In this section Hassler's music 
is full of wonderful contrasts 
of answering voice combinations 
=~two, three 9 and four, and six 
voice combinations contrasted.in 
the high or low registers, and 
all six voices are in positive 
rhythmic accentuation at 19 in Re-
missionem peccatorumu and "ex-
pecto resurrectionem mortuorum" 
* A forbidden interval in l6th=century practice .. 
-.---·' 
"Et vitam venturi seculi.~~ Amen : Triple meter connoting even 
: further joy; the phrase is 
: stated twice in exact repeti-
: tion b~ two combinations of 
: four voices each (hi~ and 
: low) 9 then all six voices to-
: gether triump~antly si~ging 
:: the phr.a.s._EL .twi_ce the same .. 
. 
o o o o o o o ~ o o o o o o o o a o o ~ o o • o o o o o o o ~ • o • • o o o o o o o n ~ o o ~ o ~ o 4 ~ 0 o o o o o o o a o o o o 
This anal~sis of the Credo shows 9 to some extent.~~ how 
Hassler used antiphonal technique to better interpret the text--
which was definitel~ Hassler's goal. .. 
CHAPTER IV 
SAGRI GONGENTUS (1601) 
The seGond GolleGtion of Hasslervs Latin motets was pub-
lished in 1601 by- Augustus Vendelicoro They: were again published 
in 1612 by Paul Kauf~mann but with eleven additional motetso 
Joseph Auer has edited both publiGations ~or the Denkmaler series 
and b.as plaGed the eleven additional motets of' the 1612 publiGa= 
1 tion in an appendi~.. For the purpose of' simplioation,. the motets 
in the Sacri Goncentus will be ref'erred to according to Kau:r:rmann v s 
order rather than Auer'so 
The motets of this collection" whiGh are also of Latin 
Biblical texts 9 show Hassler at his creative beat in this medium.'o 
The basic st-y:le is essentially the same as in his earlier works o.f 
JP91 9 , ~ut_there has been definite growth in that these later 
motets, especiall-y: those for five and more voices, are extraordi-
narily clear, full=toned, of richer beauty, and are much more 
1 The rieGessity for placement of' these additional eleven 
motets in an appendix is questionable, however~ for there is little 
stylistic chang.e between the motets of the 1601 printing and those 
added in the 1612 printingo There is hardly any reason to believe 
that these eleven motets were written after 1608, for beginning 
late in that year, Hassler 9 s health grew steadilY. worse and he 
busied himself onlY. as a performing musiciano.-. The date o.f these 
motets must have been between 1602 and 1605, ~or in late 1601 came 
the Lustgarten and in 1607 and 1608 came the two great German 
chorale collectionso :Falling as they wo.uld have to f'alls between 
1602 and 1605» there is little reason !'or separating them from the 
others, especially. as some of the motets in the 1601 edition could 
conceivablY-.have been written as early as 1527o Besides, Paul 
Kauffmann, a man who knew Hasslergs music ve~ well, saw no reason 
to make any distinction, initially9 between these motets in the 
1601 edition and those eleven which he added in the 1612 edition" 
/ 
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carefullY. executedo One important factor to consider in analy~ing 
this collect:i,on is that between the publications or 1521 and 160111 
there appeared two other publications 11 both in 1596; Canzonette a 
guatro Voci; Neue T.eutsche gesrurs:.f)_and.J4adrigali,.! .2~8 vobi_o3 
These were, of course. 11 secular compositions and· bear and interest-
ing influence on his later Latin motetso 
The secular song~forma4 ag~in pla~ an important role in the 
motet composition of Hass1ero In the 1601 colleetio:n m()s·t· o:f the 
num.bel's al'e in madrigal formo "The madrigal at' the lat.e 16th cen-
tury was a muoh. more serious work of art than were its predecessors,. 
the aanzonetta and the :t'rottola~ and through its greater use of 
. 
poliphon-y,: .. was. ver~. ol,oselY.. relatedp fo:umallJtJ to the motet of. the 
same periodo . Still 11 the ba!!ic difference between the m.S.drig,al and 
the niotet in the practice of previous composers was. that the madri-
gal was in three definite sections whereas the motet had an inde= 
terminate number of seotionso In addition to the madrigal 9 Hassier 
also used secular song_-.forms 9 as will be seen in the :following 
outlineo 
2 Hans Leo Hassler 9 Canzonet.t,p a Q.uatro Voci; ~ Teutsche 
gesang (B.o Sohwartz 9 e~itor;. Dehkmifler der Tonkunst in Bayern,9V/2; 
Leipzig: Brei tkop.f & Hartel.i 1904h · . 
. • · .. 3 Hans Leo Hassier 9 Madrisait. a ,2~8. VOCli (Ro Schwartz 11 ~di tor11 
D$nkmaler der Tonkunst in Bayern9 X~/I; Le1pzig: Breitkopf & Hartel 11 
1910)o . 
4 See Po 11 9 supra» for definitions of 15th and 16th=century 
secular song=.for~o 
xr .. 
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Io Motets with text repetitions 
:So 
Free-rorm: text repetition at the end-=Noso 19 91 4.? ,44,47 .~~52 ,53 
Rondo--Noo 54 
Frottola<;--Noso 21 9 28/29.,29 by itselr, 40 9.46 9 6J.(abaa) 
Ganzonette 
lo Two part--Noso 15,18,20,22 
2o Three part--Noo 39 
Madrigal: with repeated ending.and three part form 
lo Text repetition at beg;tnnin~-.-Noo 3.7 
2o Polyphonic beginning::-Noso 48 5,14,19 9.111'27 ~J., Beg;tnning_ in group technique--Noso 26 9 3Jt.9 41,10 9 48-50,5.8-60.~~62 . .. 
IIo Motets without .text r~rP.eti tions 
Ao ;Free-form 
1" Nos., 69 8 9 10a3.1945,12,51.915 
2o In the style of the Ne..tp.erlands motet--Nos., 1 9 2 
B., Madrigal , 
*'*lo Tb.ematia ending 
ao PolY.Pb,oni .. c beg;tnni:r:tg--Nos., 16 9 2,3. 9 25.s.28 
ikbo Beginning in g;roup techniqU~=-14 9 17.~~24-
*2o Endi~ in. group technique 
ao :PolY-phoriic beginning_-=Noso 3.(abcec) ~ao 
*bo BeE}inning,_in. group techn.iql.l,e--Noso 3.1 9 11..2.,3.8., 
_ 42 {final cadence a large tutti) 
*·A series of expositions of a musical idea by dirferent 
groupings of' the voices.!! i .. eo .11 SAT 9 ABTs BT.3 9 e_te!> - -
H ..... Those final cadences whiah are built on the working_out 
of the first subject or a short motivic ideao 
The above outline shows that the madrigal form consisting of 
three sections had become mo~t important for Hasslero Thirty-one 
of' the fifty-nine motets in the collection are in the madrig_al f'orm 9 
eighteen or which have the repeated ending_9 abcco One of' the reasons 
Hassler empioyed repetition was to make the important words or the 
5 text more clear and more easily recognizablE!., ... Iiowever 9 here he 
seems to be str.essing_ form :for its own sakeo Hassler beg_a,n working 
in formal patterns in his 1591 collection and continued in the 
sectl.lar compos_i tions of. the :i.S:9.6 collec.tions and in the Masses o:f 
1597$ all of which culminated in the very f'inely balanced and care-
~:.. 10.·'' 
t.nily ··:ech~~~ructed motets ~:f l60lo 
·/lo,.·l 
As to the b.a:rmonic asp,~~t.s of Hassler v s 1601 collection9 
Hugo ~eicht~~'f.n.'litt claims tll.at·· Hassler's polyphony 'was influenced 
.. a gi>eat deal bt-his Venetian studie$~6 - In addition he was also 
influenced by the German LieQ.o Both ;tnfl uences tended· tq makE? the 
polyphonic line less complexj> more .simple an.d straightf'orwardo 
From the Italian influence came grace of' melodic constructiol;l.11 
from the German Lied came a folk-tune like quality9 _ both of which 
are shown in the foll·owing exam.p1es from motets 16 and 5.: 
' 
r_ t r J d d 1 1 J r e T#r e 
... b'o 
ljm :~ ~~ I:_: ,E_I£5 ;!_ ~r!;._:! $_1;. ~ r r i_r rr ! I' @If deft r err ~r I( f f' n rl E r J sl Q .. [ 
c:l~t..s Slllft; (!f f't:l.k - - - - - - - - - - - - _Pe.~ 
Hasslervs app:POach to the single line (melody} always 
managed to create magnificent effects b~ more or less simple meanso 
Hassler's polY,phony nev~p became sq_involve.d that voice parts 
6 Hugo .Lei-ehtentri ttSI Gescl:rlcllte dar _Matette (Leipzig:. Sl."ei t-
kop1' & Hartel.~ l908)j) p9 ,303.o 
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seemed only to be "f'iller"o Line was clearly conceived and never 
ciu.ttered with complicated devices of' pol.yphob.yJt 7 devices which were 
availabili:et· .. to him and over which he most likely had become master at 
an early ageo Eassler must have been a master of' these .formsa not 
only because of' his schooling, but also because a less thorougb.ly 
trained era.ftsman coUld not handle pol1phonY. with such crystal 
clarity.. Iiassler was very .fond of setting the word 11Alleluja!' to 
music, and the proof of' it is ih the varietY. of' ways in which he 
managed to express this word in music.. The .following musical set-
ting, number 14 in this collection, will serve to prove this point 
and to show beyond any doubt that Hassler was a master contrapun-
~ist, and above all always clear and coherent in this languageo 
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7 e ... g .. 50 Canon--in augmentation, in· retrograde; mirror ca.i;Lqna, 
or puzzle canon~ .. 
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This "Alleluja" is a very exciting one; a masterpiece of poly-
phonic writing.. Here 9 both the Nether.lands and the Italian ;Schools 
of polyphony join hands; the majestic polyphony of the Netherlands 
School is the descending line in half notes.~~ and the graceful.~~ more 
lively polyphony of the "Italian School is the quick co1.1n..terpoint in 
parallel thirds and sixths.. Certainly the above example bears wit-
ness to Hassler's complete understanding of the two. schools and his 
masterful fusing of them& 
In all of Hassler's works.~~ vocal and instrumental alike, 
there is only one chromatic piece to be found.. In the Sacri Con-
centus Hassler g_ave Psalm 119 (v., 1-2) 9 nAd Dominum cum tribularer" 
(number 23 of this collection) a chromatic setting.. This text 
called for something more in composition than Hassler had done for 
any other text, for there is no other text in all of his vocal 
works that has such inner conflict in its meaning» and the treat-
ment he gave this text resulted in one of the most beautiful 
chromatic motets o:f an~ age .. 
The motets of this collection are Hassler's best works in 
the motet 9 Latin or German... As in the Masses of 1599 9 Hassler used 
major and minor tonalities. Approximately one-half of the motets 
are in either the Ionian or Aeolian mode (authentic or plagal}; 
fourteen are in the Ionian and twelve are in the Aeolian.mode .. 
N~er 51 of this collection.~~ "Miserere mei 9 Deus" 9 is in the 
Ionian mode and through an over-all analysis of it.~~ the e~sence of 
Hassle~' s · .fully=developed art maybe seen.. This motet was com-
posed to the twenty verses of' P·sa1m 50 and Hassler chose to treat 
• 
each verse separately.. Not only does each verse have its own musi-
cal material.~~ but each verse is scored. f'or dif'ferent voice combinationso 
XII. 
l. 11Miserer.e mei, Deus.. ... o 
2. "Et secundum multi tudin8m. 
• • • 
3. "Amplius J,avame .... 
4. "Q.uoniam iniguitatem meam 
• 0 0 
. >· "Tibi soli. p.e..ccav!t. • .. 
.. 
... 
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:Both choirs in homophonic.stY.le 
: using antiphonal technique 9 anc;l 
; cadencing on the dominant 
.. 
. 
: Second choir in homophonic stY.le, 
: cadencing on the tonic 
.. 
. 
: First .. ~hoi.r in polyphonic sty.le, 
: cadencing.9n the tonic 
.. 
.. 
: First and second 'e~oir in homo-
: phonic sty.le using antiphonal 
: technique, cadencing on the 
: dominant 
.. 
.. 
: :First choir for .twelve measures 
: joined by second choir 9 · antiph-
: anal technique and cadencing on 
: the dominant 
. 
. 
6o "Ecce enim in ini.qui.t.e.t.ib.u.a :. .F.irst .choir in homephonic style 
• • .. : and ca-dencing on the dominant 
7 o "Ecce enim veritatem .. 0 • 
8 .. 11Asperges. me. o o 
9 .. "Auditui meoo • • 
10.. nAverte faciem tu.. o .. 
ll. 11Cormundum., ·o ., 
12., "Ne projicieso'o • 
13" "Radde mihi lae:ti tiam. 0 .. 
14o "Docebo iniquos.. .. o 
: Second choir in homophonic 
: styl~and cadencing on the tonic 
. 
... 
: Both choirs in homophonic style, 
: cadencing on the dominant 
.. 
. 
: Second choir for eight bars 
: j_oined by first choir in homo-
: phonic style, cadencing on VI 
.. 
.. 
: Second choir Canon at the 5th 
: between Tenor and Bass, caden-
: cing on the dominant 
: Both choirs together in antiph-
: onal technique, cadencing on the 
:. tonic 
.. 
... 
: First choir in homophonic style 
: and cadencing on .II 
: Trio for 3eco.nd .. choir-=alto., tenor 
: bass cadencing on the tonic 
.. 
... 
: First choir in homophonic style 
: and cadencing on the dominant 
15. "Libera meo 0 . .. 
16. "Domine labia mea. • • 
17. "~uoniam si voluisses .... 
18. 11Sacrificium Deo. 0• • 
19. 11Benigne fac, • • 
20. "Tunc aeceptabis. . , i •.• 
"Gloria Patri. .. n ... 
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: Both choirs in homophonic style, 
: some antiphonal technique, and 
: cadencing on the dominant 
: Both choirs begin, second choir 
: alone, both at end, in homo-
: phonic style and cadencing on 
: the dominant 
.. 
.. 
: First choir--canon at the 5th 
: above· between tenor and bass,. 
: c.adeneing on the dominant 
: Both choirs--one speaks and both 
: answer; the other. choir. speaks 
: and both answer, in homophonic 
: s ty,le , cadencing on the tonic 
: Sec.ond choir in L:!o'XI'lOphonic styl,e, 
: c'adencing. on the tonic . 
• • 
: Trio £or second choir--soprano, 
: alto, and baas, cadencing. on the 
: .dominant 
. 
• 
: Both choirs in f'amiliar stY-le,. 
: antiphonal techni'que and ensem-
: ble, and cadencing on the domi-
: nant-.-plagal ending 
. 
.. 
.. 
• o • • e • • • • o o· o o o 4· coo o o o o o o o· ~ o o • • o •- o o • o o o-o o o eo o o o o o o o o o • ~ o ~ o o o O· o o ~ • • 
Only a very detailed analy,sis could show how completely this motet 
sums up Hassler's harmonic languag.e, .f'or the f'ull power o.f his 
harmonic language is in this motet, polY-phonically and homophoni-
.. 
cally.. The Italian inf'luence is clearly shown in the dominant-
tonic relationship of' one section to another~ 
In Chapter II it was stated that over one-half of' the motets 
of' the Cantiones Sacrae were polyQhonically conceived, that a bout 
one-third were one/half' pol~phony and one/half' homophony, and that 
the remainder, a relatively small number, were homophonically 
conceivedo 8 This :fact showed that Hassler was still very strongly 
under the influ.enc_e o;f the Netherland.s S.cho.ol~ and one of the 
resulting conclusions from this analysi·s is that Hassler's intui-
tion of the concept of tonality was in a more or less embryonic 
stag.e of development.. Let it now be said, however~ that Hassler 
never did :rull~,g~.asp the conception of tonal~-bf .. ? Only through 
the more :frequent use of homopho:r:ry,. .. did this come . about.. Of the 
fifty-nine motets of the Sac:ri Goncentus~ twenty-six are homo-
phoni·c, thirteen have onl;r. short pol-y:phonic beginning_s and then 
continue in homophonic sty.:le" thirteen are one-b.alf polyphony and 
one/half homophony.:, and only seven are entirel~ pal-y:phonic.. On 
the surface it would seem that Hassler made an. almost complete 
break with the Netherlands School~ but such was not the caseo He 
incorporated the firm full-voice.d linear construction of the 
Netherlands School into the more grace~ul and melodic vertical 
construction o:f the Italian School .. 
Motet number .5.1, 11Miserere mei, Deus 11 has be.en c:i. ted as the 
. . 10 . 
essence of Hassler's art of composltitiln~· and as concerns rhythm 
this statement is eq_ually: trueo "Miserere .me;il. 9 Deus" ahounds in 
rhythmic variet-y,:, y:et it has a steadY.9 almost classical rhythmic 
accentuation throughout.. Not ·olily: did Hassler give his two outer 
voices a closer affinity:, harmonically -speaking'$ but he also did 
8 P<i 13 ,. suprao 
i' 
9 p .. 4 7, Ex.. 8; a further example of Hassler 1 s tendency for 
tonal conception noted in use of parallel thirds and sixths 9 the 
method of doubling a melodic line at the third or sixth, above or 
below .. 
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t~e same rhythmical~y.~ No matter what occurs among.the inner 
voices, the outE?r two -voices are rhx.thmically .alliedo. The· f\iPst 
five measures od- the last. section of Motet .5lll· the ltGloria" to 
Psa~m 50ll exemplifies this :fact in an eight-voice structure., This 
example is in modern notation (after .1600) and the note values 
·have been cut in half· to b~tter show the cla.ssical rhy~1 "'inh.e.r-
ent in this pas:sag..~o: 
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What occurs among the inner voices gives this passag.e 1 ts own 
rhythmic v:itality, especiall-y: in the soprano, alto$1 and tenor parts. 
o~ the second choiro If this passage were typical o~ 16th-century 
rhythm, the oute~ voices would also take part more actively in th~ 
rhythmic vitality o~ this passageo The outer voices do. take part 
in the rhythmic vitalitys but at the same time they hold it to-
gether as ~ar as regularly: accented meter is concernedo ·This is 
just one o~ the many examples that could be cited to show that 
Hassler was ~ull~. aware of the method o~ composing in a reg~larly 
:metrical scheme o 
12 
·The ar:i.aij:sls of "Miserere mei, Detfsif :: . also serves to point 
out the choral techniques which Hassler used in this moteto Basically 
this motet was written for eigp.t voices made up o~ 'two choirs o~ four 
voices eacho The total number of' measures for the whole motet is 
. . . 
three hundred and sevent~~sevens and of this number o~ measures only 
ninety were written ~or all eight voice so Hassler did not avoid 
using eight' voices ~or any other raason than that o~ ··saving the use 
o~ a greater number o~ voices to underline the text musicallyo 
Smaller combinations verY. often better expressed a particular phrase 
of' the text than all eight voiceso With Hassler it was economy of 
voice writing ~or the purpose o~ clearer interpretation o~ the texto 
This factor held true for Hassler in a f'our-voi ce motet as well as 
in a twelve-voice moteto To show more clearly how Hassler musically 
underlined the text, the f'ollowingexample from motet number 6.1~ 
"Domini, Dominus noster, 11 is citedo 
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*'0 ~ord -our Lordp how excellent is Thy-, name in all the earth.J. 
who has set Thy glo!7: abov~ the heaven"S-o:~l3. Sueh a s~ttihg_ mo~e 
than aptly describes tne .. text and is· a ma~:Lfi.eent moment in 
listening pleasureo 
There is .one more example that should be cited before leav-
ing the Sacri Co@~ntus·-~. for i·t is.~ pas sag~. th\,at is woi-thy of Bach 
at his pieto~al ~~*sil:, 14 and is one o-r th~ .rare passages in which 
· Hassler described oil.ly a singl._e word in musio and ttot· a Whole phrase ... 
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n':Che :fowl o:f the. ai:t- _, attd· -the .:f":tsh of the sea 9 and- what.soe.ver 
pas seth throug'Q.; the. pat-hs_ of tlia seac, nl5 A desori.ption o·.f. ~- sin$1er 
13 Psa1IJ1 S9 Vo 1, :Iring James Versioh. (~611) o 
14 Similar in t:i!'eatment- to Cantata 56 9 .ToSo Bache 
the bo~t on the waters~ Recitative' Noo 2; cello plays a 
eb.ord ~n 16th"':'rtote patterno 
15 King James Version, £E.o cito~ Vo- 8o 
describ4lfg 
broken · 
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word is ~are with Hassler9 though pol~phony such as this is not so 
rareo Here, Hassler used polyphony as a choral technique 9 for it 
was used primarily as a coloristic device; to emphasize even 
further, Hassler repeated tb.e same phr.aa.a.in the third choir or 
lower voices an octave lowero It is the only polyphonic passa~e 
in the whole motet and as sucb. it heightens the effectiveness of 
the vocal description o.f the word "movingn" As Joseph Auer stated 
i ~ 16 at the end of his prefatory remarks on this collect 01oi. 9 
"So· schreibt nur Hasslero rt 
~ N Joseph Auer 9 editor 9 Denkmaler deutscher Tonkunst 9 XXIV 
and m (Leipzig: Breitkop:f & H~rtel,~~ 1906) 9 Po XIX" .. 
CHAPTER V 
HASSLER.? A PROTESTANT.? AS A COMPOSER 
OF LA'I'IN MOTETS AND MASSES 
There have long been differences of opinion about Hans Leo 
Hassler's religious a!"filiationso Some say Hassler was a Roman 
Catholic 1 and as evidence they call our attention to the three 
previously discussed works; his German motets they then account 
for as having been written out of deference to the Nurnberg 
Protestant church9 that of Sto Lorenzo Others s.ay Hassler was 
a Protestant and that his Latin motets and Masses were written 
because he was in the employ of Octavian Fuggera a Roman Catholic., 
The divergence of opinion among scholars appears in the following 
three quotations on the subject of Hassler's religious convictionso 
Hugo Leiehtentri tt says 9. 
Hassler ·stands midway between Catholic and 
Protestant tendencies 9 and in his music these 
contrasting9 even hostile 9 elements are recon-
ciled as they were never to be againo Though he 
was a good Catholic all his life 9 his music never 
accentuates that fact.in any aggressive mannerol 
In the Musica Saera9 Dro :Franz Witt says. 9 
The Regensburg Morning Paper states the opinion 
that "Hans Leo Uassler (d., 1612) was a Catholic .. " 
For about twenty years I have busied myself with. 
1 Huio Leichtentrittj> Music 9 Histor:'[~ and Ideas: 9 "The 
Reformation' 9 (Cambridge.? Masso: Harvard University Press 9 1946), 
p.. lll., 
the fortunes and the comp.osi tions of this master 
and hav~ therep~ gai. ned the impress_ion tba. t h.· e [irassle~ pro.fessed the Lutheran fai th9 even 
though no ·rei:il pi-o.of w~.s at hand. It was. question-
able that a Catholic. would have put Protestant texts 
to music as Hassler had done.. On the othe:r hand8 
J;Ilany.Protestant CQtti>ches still used parts o:f the 
Catholic Liturg'3:s so_ that. it is not extraordinary 
that he al.s.e wrote eight Masseso Hassler's i'uneral 
sermon 9 printed in Eitne~'s Monthly, Publication £f 
Music Historx~ was delive:J?ed by a Pttotes~ant minis-
ter about a P~otestant» Hana .. Leo. Has.sler.; Thereb"1'8 
the question LS>f' HassJ.er•·s religious conviction~ 
seems to have been answep:ed in .i'ul.l.o 2 
,;· 
Adolf Sandberger sal,s of Has ~iler8· 
So Hassler's Masses came into existence which8 
·although originating_ frc:>m a Protestant, turne·d·-
out ~ot onl.y. 11 turgicallY.. unob jeo.tio:mable, bu_t 
belong in every;_.re.a .. peot .to the art.i.s.tically most 
'beautiful monuments of .Mass composition-•. ;3._ 
. ' 
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From a purely factual point of· viewp ~andberger and Eitner 
have proved by documentary evidence .from Nurnberg that Hans. Leo 
was a Protestant.. In discussing HasSler as a Protestant and as a 
composer of Latin motets and Masaes 9 we have a subject about which 
little objective data may be presented as a,.rgtunent to a conclusion .. 
AJ;.l argumentjY then 9 must be subjective and the conclusion aesthetic .. 
'5.ub jective aesthetic thinking is a part of .. musicology which 
is too o:f'ten overlooked; and in presenting Hassler's sacred voeal 
works as a thesis 9 this writer :f'ee:J.:s that objective criteria alone 
fulfill only_part of' the .wholeo Of course, ideallyl' this writer 
2_. Franz Witt 9 editorg Musiea Sacra. (Vol .. 21 9 Notizen I.J..l; 
Ratisbon: Pustet 9 1888) 9 p .. 95 ... (Translated by C., Ro .Qrosby9 .Jr ... ) 
3 Adol.f Sandberger; ·editorli "Bemerkung zur Biog~aph.Le H ... Lo 
Hassler und seiner Brud!:r" .(Denkma.ler der To:nk\mst in Ba.yern V /1; · · 
Leipzig: .Breitkop:f' & Hartel 9 1904), p .. LXIX .. (Translated by Crosby). 
'] 
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would like to have his reader be a listener and to hear some of 
Hassler's works .. ·That being impossible, we will have to content 
ourselves with talking .. subj_e.ctively about his works for a moment .. 
Latin motets were being written by all composers, Protes-
tant and Catholic alike~ because the Lutheran Church still re-
tained a great deal of' the Roman Liturgy in .her services .. Hassler's 
motets are no exceptions.; written while in the employ: of a Roman 
Catholic patronp theY.. are actually acceptable .for either the 
Roman or the Lutheran LiturgY-.. The two separate puplicat~ons of' 
motets are among "\:;he g.reatest works in this f'orm .. 
And what about the Masses? To ref'e.r again to thE~ last 
quotation, .. SB,ndberge.r saY.S. in essence .that the Masses are among. 
those 0.chosen f'ew" which include the Bach. Mass in B 'm}nor, t:he 
Beethoven Miss.a Solemni:s . .a .and the Mozart. C minor Mass.· Regardless 
of the justice or inj.us.tice of' this hig)::l estimate of the Hassler 
Massesp these works are worthy of' perf'ormanc.e--in the concert hall 
as well as in the church.. What church? Perf'orm them in the 
Roman, Lutheran or the Ang_lican Church~ it makes 11 ttle dif'.t"erence 
for they were conceived by a Protestant .for the Ranum Church .and 
through a logical induction that would .make them neither Catholic 
nor Protestant andp therefore$ suited for use within either church .. 
This author believes in the catholicity of' church music .. 
Palestrina lef't a. musical monument to the Roman Church and so did 
many others including .Hasslerp in his Latin.:motet.s and. Ma.ss_es .. 
Hassler lef't still another musical monument, this one to the 
Protestant Churcho .This monument is made f'rom not o.nly the strictly 
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Protestant music 9 the chorale setting_s of 1607 and.l6~J/349. but also 
the Latin motets and Masaes~ In general.9 the Protestant Church 
has chosen to ignore the works that make up tbis monumento Because 
Hassler was the only German composer of his era who fused both the 
Italian and German elements into a cohesive whole 9 and because in 
his church music he fused both Roman Catholic and Protestant 
elements, the neglect of his work is particularly unfortunateo His 
Latin works could belong. among the greatest music of the Church, 
for in its catholicity i.t belongs to all religions!> 
4 Homophonic and. fugal settin&s of chorale tunes are to be 
discussed in Chapters VI and VIIo 
CHAPTER VI 
P~N UND CHRISTLICQ GESfNG (1607) 
In 1607 9 Kasper Hassler p~esented Hans :(.eo Hassler 1 s 
Psalmen und .christliche Gesang/J:Pj.t vi~r Stinunen/ a.u:ff die-Melodenen 
fugweiss componiert to the Nurnber~ Council on behalf of his 
brothero Only six florins were appropriated as a present to Hans 
Leo in return for this collection of German motets~ In comparison 
with the 200 florins given by,: the Town Council ·in 1.$96 9 this is a 
very meager appropriationo 
This neglect of his work~ however9 was not to be perpetualo 
One hundred and seventY. y:.ears later "by order of a person of b.i~h 
rank" ·(Princess Amali.e of Prussia)~ Johann Phillipp Kirnberger 
edited and published this great collection of chorale motet"S"'..:1 
In the preface to. this 1777 edi tion 9 Kirnberger says that he is 
presenting this 
~ .. o choral work 9 which contains the whole quin-
tessence of music 9 hoping that the. art of music 
which nowadays is deplorably mistreated by un-
learned composers 9 will perhaps come up again and 
arise from the foggy clouds of ignorance andwant 
of taste.,2 
The man who wrote this is .considered to have been one of the 18th-
century 9 s greatest scholarso Kirnbergerrs love for contrapuntal 
1 0~ ( Preface to Psalmen und christ,li.c.b..e. Gesa.ng J o Kirnbergers 
editor., 1777 )s, Po 2 (From microfilm of this work) · 
2 ~o~(This and the following excerpts from Hassler's 
prefaces are translated and paraphrased by Co Ro Crosby., Jr .. ) 
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art was f'ostered by the foremost teacher and composer o~ the 
Baroque era 9 Johann Sebastian Bach .. 
Who was right; the Nurnberg Council or Johann Phillipp 
Kirnberger? The Nurnberg ·Council could only see its way clear to 
_p~a~~t Hassler with a very paltry sum of money in return for a 
work on ·Which he had spent three or four years., A small sum like 
this would indicate that Hassleris Psalmen und ehristliche Gesang 
did not'meet with too f'avorable a receptiono Yet 9 Kirnberger~ _by 
. ' 
commission of' Princess Amalie of Prussia9 spent a great deal of 
his scholarly energy and time to do very care:ful and excellent 
research on it 9 and to edit in a complete publication all of' the 
chorale motets of Hassler 0 s 1607 collection .. 
Hassler had long been impressed by the Psalms 9 sacred songs 9 
and songs of praise wn±ch had been written by the God=fearing men 
of the Reformation9 and was even more impressed because they were 
written ~n the ••Mother=tonguen., In the Preface to his 1607 pub-
lication9 Hassler speaks of' the melodies of these Psalms 9 sacred 
songs 9 • etco » 
o o o that it is not only a pleasure and a qelight 
to listen to them and to sing them9 but they are so 
charming that they are 9 in my opinion, melodies the 
like o:f which might not be easily made [composed] 
nowadayso3 
Hassler 9 like Bach9 desired to ta~e the lay person into con= 
~-s~deration 9 not in a condescending manner but :fro~ a belief that 
3 From the Preface to the 1607 edit.ion9 found in the begin= 
ning of the Part Book for Tenoro 
the vernacular of a people 9 both textually and musically9 best 
suited the music which was composed for those peopleo Friedrich 
Zelle quotes Hassler as saying9 
Because daily many beautiful songs in Latin or 
Italian are published9 even though not everyone 
understands Latin or Italian9 and very few in 
the German language 9 I have in my own modest way 4 composed both the melodies and the texts or words<> 
And further on in the preface to his 1607 collection 9 
Hassler says that because he had composed and published so many 
different vocal works in Italian and Latin, he now wanted to direct 
his attention to the composition of these beautiful" chorale melo-
dies in four voices fugally treated~ with the German texto The 
result W·aS the great chorale settings of the 1607 collectiono He 
dedicated this collection to Christian 9 the Duke of Saxony, with 
the hope that through the support of the good people (Council of 
Nurnberg} 9 the Prince would find his collect.ion wholly acceptable,5 
These were Hassler 1 s reasons for composing chorale melodie.s 
in fugal styleo Never before had Hassler used an old melody which 
was still extant as the basis of composition for a moteto He had 
done so in the Masses 9 but not at all so thoroughly as he did in 
this collection of German motetso Thus 9 he was looking back into 
the past rather than looking ahead into the futureo 
4 Friedrich Zelle 9 editor, Preface to "Lustgarten9 Neuer 
Teu tscher Gesang11 (Band 15. 9 Publika tion. Alterer Praktischer und 
Theoretischer Musik Werke; Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hgrtel 9 1B87};poXIVo 
5 QB. cit., 9 Preface to 1607 edi tiono 
According to Bukofzer9 
Praetorius discriminated between three manners 
of chorale arrangement 9 "motet-wise 9 " ~•madrigal= 
wise 9 19* and "cantus=firmus=wiseon Ih the .first 
manner9 the chorale pervaded the contrapuntal 
interplay of all the voices; in the second 9 the 
chorale was broken up into Bmall fragments and 
motives set in a concertato dialogue; in the 
third 11 the cantus firmus was lef't intact and led 
against ostinato motives also derived .from the 
chorale--a procedure obviously borrowed from the 
technique of the organ choraleo6 
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* By this Praetorius means vocal treatment or disposition 
· and not song-formo 
From the above definitions 9 Bukofzer concludes that Hassleris 
motets of 1607 '9correspond to the motet manner of' Praetorius o "7 Had 
Buko.fzer known this collection of motets more thoroughly, however 9 
he would not have 18 pigeon=holed" them so easilyo Such an oversight 
can easily occur 9 for a cursdry examination of these motets would 
lead to such a categorizationo Hassler 9 however, was too adept 
in the polyphonic technique to be content to use only one method ~.f 
polyphonic inte~play of' voices" All three of these manners of' 
chorale composition were used by Hassler and even a fourth was 
added9 which was a combination of the "mQtet=wise" and the "cantus-
firmus=wise" mannerso Hassler used two methods of forming this 
6 Mo Bukofzer 9 Music in the Baroque Era (New York: WoWo Norton 
& Company 9 Inco 9 1947) 9 Po 84:"-
1 Loco cito 
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fourth manner: (1) by putting two voices in canon and the other 
two or three in rugal form 9 and (2) by putting the cantus firmus 
in one voice and the subject 9 :Cugally treated.~~ in the other three 
8 
voiceso Accordingly,~~ the following types o:C his motets may be found: 
XIIIo 
"Motet ... wise"==Noso 1 93 9 8 11 10=12 9 14-24,~~30=35~41=51 
"Cantus=firmus-wise"==Noso 4a6 9 26 9 27a36a38aJ9 
"Motet-wisen and "Cantus=:firmus.,.wise"==Noso ,5.(Canon) 51 ?(Canon)~ 9(CoFoL, lJ.(Ca. non) 9 25(0 .. Fo) 9 28(CoFo) 9 29(Canon),~~ 37(CoFo) 9 4b(Canon) 
"Madrigal~wise"=-Nos., 2.9 ,.52 
This is not 9 by any means 9 the same problem of form that i$ 
.found in the C.antiones Sacrae or the Saari Concen.tuS.» for Hassler 
did not use a single song=.t'orm in any of these motets; he was con-
tent to use the generally recognized form of a 16th-century motet .. 9 
But there is' still the .problep1 o:f what happens within this :form 
that makes it dif:ferent from the category Bukofzer gave to it 9 and 
only Hassler 8 s music will provide the answero 
The .following exerpt from motet number 24 or this collection 
shows quite clearly how Hassler combined two different manners or 
chorale motet compositions--the "motet-wise" and the rrcantus=rirmus-
wise"o 
8 A complete example of each motet type 9 transcribed from 
the 1607 and 1777 editions or this collection 51 is round on pag.es 26 
through 45 in the appendlxo 
9 Cfo ~$) Po lOo 
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This excerpt would have been a perfect example of the 
"motet-wise" chorale composition if the tenor had entered with the 
subject two or three measures after the bass entrance and not with 
the subject in long noteso But 9 in that Hassler did not choose to 
have the tenor follow suit 9 and gave this part the oantus firmus 
in whole notes 9 b.e made another style of chorale composition by 
having combined two older styleso 
In actuality9 tb.e three basic manners of composition stated 
above are combined to make still other styles only through great 
polyphonic inventivenesso In g.iving this free rein 9 Hassler was 
motivated by a de~ire for new and more ways of using the chorale 
melodies he loved so wello 
Because the motets of' the 1607 collection were limited to 
only a polyphonic working out 9 Hassler .did not give these the 
rhythmic vitality or the variety of choral teehnique's that he gave 
to his Latin motetso He did not 9 as Michael Praetorius did 9 add a 
. 10 basso continud 9 nor did he advance in his tendency toward a 
fuller ?onception of tonality~ll 
Hassler did9 however 9 have one very forward=looking motet 
in which he used a device perhaps unprecedented in the works of 
any of the other late 16th-century composers or in all of Hassler's 
other works.~~ sacred or secularo This device is a very short motivic 
interjectiono On a far less elaborate scale 9 it is similar to the 
10 Useful only in the concertato style motet ("madrigal-wise") 
11 Only fiv.e (48=52} out or the fifty=two motets are def'inite-
ly in the Ionian modeo 
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moti.vie interJections which Baeh used in the St., Matthew 9 s Passion 
. I - , .,,·,· 
to denQ'-te -tme surprfse ~d clt.l.est-t'On'ing. :o.f Cb.ri~t v s Disciples after 
Christ has told them 1:;ilat · one ·of tl;l.-em will :bat·ray himo Hassler 9 s 
use of this devi~e e:a.n be seen in motet number 52, o:f the Ps.almen 
und christliche Gesang as .follows: 
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At .first glance it migh-t appear that the use o.f this device 
was just an a.ooident 9 but on closer observation it seems that 
H~ssler used it .for textual emphasis 9 a practice that was not at 
all new .in his workso 
Returning to the question posed earlier in this chapter--. 
whether Kirnberger was j~stified in his careful atteyntion to this 
collection of motets almost two centuries after Hasslervs death--
we find that there is more justification than we might have at 
first suppo·sed in Kirnberger 1 s ·statement that Hasslerv.s Psa:lmen 
. . 12 
und christliche Gesang. 'bontains t.he whole q.uintessence o.f mus1..~·~ 
It does contain a rich variety of chorale settings .in fugal styl-e<> 
That Kirnberger 9 writing in a Germany of the Classical period~ 
should consider the art of music "deplorably mistreated" and 
should hark back beyond the day.s. of Bach and H.andel to those of 
Hassler seems strange~ but nevertheless understandableo 
12 Q_fo 61 Po o 
CHAPTER VII 
PSALMEN UND GEISTLICHE LIEDER (1608) 
When the great motets of 15.21 and 160ls and the Masses of 
1599 are considered 9 these simple chorale settings, beautiful as 
they may be 9 seem rather paleS> because they: are entirely German 
and there is no trace o£ Italian influence in themo Winterfeld 
has well estimated their quality when he says of Hassler$ 
He was rightly considered among the greatest 
composers of the last half of the 16th century 6 1 
and his simple chorale settings add to his fa.n:tEfo 
As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the use .of the 
chorale melody in composition was retrospectiv~"-~ In this collec-
tion, howevers Hassler utiliz.ed older forms and did not give them 
a new appearance; he was entirely satisfied to use the same form 
that Oziander used in 1586~~- To have used any different form would 
have resulted in some sort of distortion of the strophic structure 
of these chorale melodieso Only a German Protestant could have had 
such fond and reverent regard for this structure; a regard which 
made Hassler disassociate himself with the Italian art that he had 
1 
Ko Vo Winter.feld,. edi tor9 Der evangelische Kirchengesang 1 
Volo I (Leipzig: Breitkopf &:.Hartels 1843.) 9 Po 373.o (Translated 
and paraphrased by Co Ro Gro sb"l ~ .Tro ) · . . 
2 Po 63 9 suprao 
3 Lucas Oziander wrote the first Ger.man chorale book 9 Fffnfzig 
geistliche Lieder und 'Psalmen 9 l586o 
71. 
so masteri'ully .t:.used with the German arto To have been able to 
disregard this Italian art 9 which had become so much a part of' him, 
mu~t have been dii'i'icult 9 but in so doing Hassler created some of' 
the greatest of' all Germ~ vocal chorale settingso4 
The form of' these Protestant hymns, f.or that is what they 
may be called 9 is the simplest of' all .forms--the strophic song-
i'ormo5 This song=i'orm did not necessarily mean that the melody was 
' 
a through-composed melody~ for more often than not the melodies 
followed the rime scheme of' the wordso This is not always true 
because often a sacred text that had no rime .scheme would be put 
. . 6 
with' a secular melody that had the form aa~.. • Still others were 
in the two· and three part song~form9 aba or abcb.. . ThE? latter are 
few in number 9 for the through composed and the aab are very niuch 
in the majority:o However 9 this is onlx important from one point of 
view9 which has been mentioned, that Hassler accepted the i'orm with 
no alterations of' his own 9 thus keeping the true form of the chorale 
melody intact<> 
Harmony9 and harmny a,.lone 9 was Hassler's great gift to the· 
chorale setting$<> TP.e harmonies are energ~tic and pi thy 9 with. an 
elan of Voice-leading Which bears and lifts Up the chorale melody 
instead of outshi,.ning and therebY. darkening it through the use of 
4 So important were the chorale settings to the Nurnberg 
Protestants, that in 1637 a ... Gottlieb Staden9 town m~ician. (Stadt-
pfeifer) and organist at Sto Sebald o s Church in Nurnberg.~ edited 
Hassler'suPsalmen und p;eistliche Lieder .. 
5 A song in which all verses of the PsaJ,.m or religiou.s poem 
are sung to the same musico 
6 The German bar=form df the Minnesinger and Meistersingero 
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counter-melody mater~al or thro~gh t~e use of extreme chromaticismo 
"Vqn Himmel hoch da konp;n ich her 9 ".numher C) of this collections is 
a typical example of Hassler's harmonization of a chorale melodyo 
An: anaa..ys':f.s of the' hannonie progr.eB::J;i;t~; oi' this chorale 
reveal. s that, al thougb. i:t is no.t completel"3: _ toiial:;; :f-·t has st:rong 
tonal tendencif?S (especially the V o.f V) 9 which give the ch<;>:r>El.le 
melody a better f'oundati€m:o There are only three triads built op., 
the third degree of the F maior scale and only :t.hree on the sixth 
degree 9 these two degrees being ... twical of modal practic.eo One of 
- . 
the triads on the sixth deg;r>_ee has the raised third causing a 
cross~relation in the fifth measure o ·Such c:ross-re~ations are 
typical of the 16th century.and add a g~eat deal to the harmonic 
color o:f a eompositiono The student of theory migQ.t question .the 
advisability of leaving.. the par>allel fifths and octaves tba t occur 
so frequently in the above exampleo The~e parallels 9 however 9 are 
73 
inherent in 16th=centUTY-..J:n.usic,. ror the mJl,sic or this period was 
not conceived with harmonic triad Rrogressions in minde In vio-
lation or some or the rules in harmony textbooks 9 the g~eat masters 
of the 16th century did have parallel and direct fifths and octave.s 
in their music. Many editors of 16th-century music have removed 
these parallels which annoye:<l their sense or harmony.9 but these 
editors did not realize that because such parallels occurred so 
very often they. could not have been considered poor writing~- . It so 
happens that the example quoted above has an abundance of such 
parallels and because of their po~i tions will not be heard 9 es.pecial-
ly in such pur-ely vocal music., 
Parallel progression 9 as noted above 9 occurs because or a 
!"actor that actually is a basis for good l6th~century._vocal compo-
sition. Hassler in no way_ intended these settings to be accompan= 
ied on the organ; had he intended such an accompaniment 9 the set-
ting would have had chromaticism peculiar to instrumental writi]lg 
at;ld the parallels would not have occurre-d;,} Hassler's harmoniza= 
tions of the chorales denote the sing~r and. not the instrumental1ist, 
for each voice is conceived horizontally and not vertically.~~ and as 
far as each individual voice is concernedJ] the voice-::J.,eading is 
excellent.. Such richj) melodic writing :for each voice part must be 
regarded as complete mastery o~ vocal composition and as g~nuine 
artistry .. 
There is definite modalitx in the melodic minor scale through 
the· use of musica fictao In the following example on page 75., 
7 Staden elected to correct.these parallels when he edited 
Hassler's chorale settings in 1637 (According to Teschner's notation 
at such instances in his edition of these chorale setting§ in 1865) · 
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"Christ ist erstanden"; Hassler used a 12th-century: s.ecular melody 
as the chorale melody and saw in it many:: harmonic varieties,~~ and·,~~ 
thus,~~ did no_t use ani: pne mode,~~ but a mixture (tonus mixtu s) o 
I~ this example were to be anal~~ed in the same manner as 
the ~irst example in this chapter, the-resultwould be rather ri-
diculous,~~ because this chorale setting .. is too modal to be anal~~~d 
according to mere maj.or and minor tonality... Through the use o~ 
musica ~icta~ moreover.P Hassler composed a setting.that has very 
pithy and expre.ssive harmonies and the voice=leading .iri the accom-
panying parts helps to point up the chorale melody: in the sopranoo 
There are consistent cross-relations betwe.en the ttctt- and ttc-sharp1' 
as in measures 2,~~ 4,1) and 13.;. .. the n_b-~lat-" is consistent in the 
measures in whicn it appears,; the "~-sharp_" appears as a Picardy 
third in m~asures 5 and 14; and measures six through twelve have 
the ~eeling of the Ionian (ma1Qr) modeo The .mixture o~ modes in 
this example g;ives the _settin~.~· nice contrast o~ major and minor 
~eelingso 
These seem to be very .. s.i:rnJ;?.l,e techn.iq)~es o~ composition when 
presented in this ~ashion,~~ bu't when emplo"3:e..d in as master~ul a 
manner as Hassler had done,l) small masterpieces ··in 16th=century 
composition were the resulto 
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CHAPTER VIII 
LITANEY TEUTSCH 
~N DRo .MAl\TINI LUTHERI (1.619) 
Litaney Teutsch isj) in actuality9 the most insignif'icant 
composition discussed in this thesiso It is included because it 
is one or Hassler's sacred vocal works and may well serve as an 
example of the German Litany form in generalo 
The German Litany was very similar to the Anglican Litany in 
that they were both choral plainchantso1 Here the likeness 'ceased 
with Hassler 9 for in the Anglican Litany the priest intoned a sup-
plication to which the choir answered in choral plainchant; eo.g. .. $ 
the priest would render '":For all our misdeeds$" and the choir 
would answer 9 "Watch over us 0 LordD our Godo" Hassler departed 
from this practice and gave the priestVs part to a three=voice 
-
choir and the answers to a four~voice choiro Liturgically$ this 
was incorrect; nevertheless, this is the manner in which Hassler 
., 
composed it 9 and it evidently met with no adverse critioismo 
The approximate date o.f composition is. not knownj) for it is 
a po s·thum.ous publication and the publisher2 did not indicate when 
it had been w:hi tten or whether it had previously be.en published .. 
' The conclusion might be drawn, however, that this publication after 
1 Harmonized plainchants or psalm tones .. 
2 Balthazar Sherffen» Nurnberg 9 1619o 
..... 
Hassler's death would serve as an indicatio:Q. o~ the rega.rd in 
which it was he_ld in Nurnberg., 
17 
The ~act that this composition is the least amongthe works 
o~ Hans Leo Hassler is not a commentary upon the lack o~ skill or 
imagination o~ the composero Plainchants .. Slld p.salm tones defy .the 
imagination of any composer» and very:_ t_ew composers of an~ _note 
have tried their hands at theme It is probable that the court 
musician was expected to compose ln thi.s foJ;!mo Hassler's setting 
is as musically acc.eptt:!-ble as .anx.~=tn ~actJ). since the priest's 
part was composed for a three-voice choir$ it is more acceptable 
than moste from a musical standpoint., 
The.Litaney.wa.s composed in the Ionian and the transposed 
-· 
Dorian modes to a melody: a;:!cri,bed to Luther 9 according to the title 
' 3 n n that Hassler gave it.... Througb. .the constant use of the f=sharp; 
at cadence pQints in the answering_G_hoir,_ .Hassler has g,i_yen the 
plainchant melody: .a little relief from the lack of an~. real. melodic 
invention., To ft!.rther reJ,.ieve the mon.otons:.o~ the lack of melodic 
•, ' 
invention 9 Hassler c.onstan,tly .shi.fteq the position and harmonies o~ 
the accompanying .. voices» 1:!-nd often changed the nate .valuese The 
~allowing excerpt from this Litane:y:J) .based on the chorale melody 
.; 
"Herr Gott.Vater im Himmel'" 9 serves to show.how Hassler harmonized 
this melody in as imaginative a manner as .possibleo 
3 
The only source o~ this melod:y_ d:Lscovered by: .tPis author 
is number 8651 9 Volo V of Zahn's Die Melodenen der evang~lischen 
Kirchenlieder-=not ascribe.d to Luther but to a cho.rale colla ctfi!on 
~ound in Babzt» dated 1545 .. 
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The constant shif'ting_between the .two_modes (Ionian and 
transposed Dorian) 9 th,e chang:tng ___ o_f._ harmonie.s~ ap.d the shif't;:hg,._of' 
. . ~ •... -. 
voice -positions in the· accomp_an-y:ing__pJi.rtsa.. .actuallY- .make one of' 
the. moat acceptable choral plainchant Lita.n·ies in either the Lu.tb.-
:i:l:!'an ·or Anglican Li turg.:tes .. 
:· For f'urther stud~ there f'ollows a modern edition of' thi-s 
Litanei' transcribed by this author f'roni a._microfilm of' the orig:i,nal 
printing of' 1619. .. 
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CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY 
In summarizing Hasslervs sacred vocal works~ one mig~t well 
ask: was Hassler a true Renaissance composer;. was he an early 
Baroque composer; or wa.s he a combination of the two? Bukofzer's 
table1 will facilitate our classif':'llP.g.him .. 
Ba_sic Di.f.f'erences Betw.een R.§naisJ;~ance 
E7?d Ba.rqq_lJ._e __ CJJl!l.Pp_si:tlijn 
Rena is s..anc1e 
One practicej) one style 
Restrained representation of 
the words.~~ musica reservata.~~ 
and madrigalism 
All voices equ,ally.balanced 
Modal coUJ;l t'erpoint 
.. 
.. 
... 
. 
Barog:g,e 
: Two prac.tio.es,. three style.s 
... 
a. 
: .4,..f.fective repre se.nta tion o.f 
: the words$ textual absolutism 
... 
.. 
.: Polari ti: o.f the outermost voices 
... 
.. 
: Tonal counterpoint 
... 
.. 
Chords are. by-products of part_: Chords are sel.f=contained entities 
writing · : 
.. 
.. 
Cliiopd progressions are g.overn~d::. Chord progressions are governed 
by modality : by tonality 
Evenly .flowing_ rhy~hm go.verned : Extreme.s of rhyt;_hm.j) .free decla= 
by tactus : mation and mechanical .pulsations 
.. 
.. 
No pronounced idioms 9 voic~ .. and.~- Vo.cal .and ins..tr.umental idioms,., 
instrument are intercha.ng§~ble ~- the idioms are interchangeable 
-. . 
. 
.. 
1 Mo Buko.fzer,. Music. in the Baroq),l._e Era ('New York: W .. Wo 
Norton & Company.,~~ 194. 7J 11 Po. lOo --rDrder re.arra.ngad bY. .this writer) 
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Hassler-used two practices, not just oneo Even though :i,n 
much of his music the individual parts were the primary consider-
2 
a tion.l> some of it is in homoPhonic s truc.:tur.e:;. . Has.s.ler also might 
be said to have had two sty.l.es.: church (mo.t.ets and Masses) and 
chamber (can.zonette 9 madrigali.l> etco)o .. Church sty-le,p according..to 
Beradi 1 s conceptiol1.;3 .also meant treatment of dissonance$) and in 
I 
this respect Hassler was a Renaissance composero 
There is very __ little "affective _representation" of words in 
Hassler 1 s sacred works;. Hassler sought to represent word phrases 9 
not words by themselveso 
True Renaissance music has an e~uality of voice parts even 
in homophonic writingjl._ and there i.s no polarity_between the outer-
most voiceso This fact is not true of most of Hassler.!.s homophonic 
writing: tner.e is ineg;t,J.ality o.f voice pl;rts 9 an.d there is polarity 
between the outermost voicea~4 . 
. Hassler wrote almost w):lollY- _in modal counte.rpoint, the only 
hints of tonal counterpoint being_~he occasional lack of stepwise 
prog;P.essions in the bass line and a free use of musica ficta to 
bring out more clearly the polY-Phonic line with regard to the major 
and minor scale.s. (Ionian and Aeolia~. Jnodell5) o 
Hassler's chords are not "self=contained entities", other-
wise the direct and parallel fifths etco.s would not appearo His 
2 See example Po 78s. sup.rao 
3 Angelo Beradi ( c<> 1640~ ? ) 9 .Italian church musician and 
author of several valuable theoretical.treatiseso 
4 See example P<> 54.9 suprao 
5 See example Po 4 7 JL supr.ao 
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homophonic chorale settings, however, sound as if the chords were 
selr-containedo 
Hassler's music is governed by tactus ~ and is "evenly 
rlowingn., There is,·however, more to it than that: regular re-
current beats occ'ur in much· or his homophonic writing and in some 
or his polyphonic w,riting,;·6 In this respect, he represents a 
stage of development rrom Renaissance to Baroqueo 
Hassler's sacred vocal works were conceived for voices and 
for voices onlyo This is evident when the manner of the polyphonic 
line is considered., Very few lines are percussive in character. and 
none are too long for the breatho Hassler also took vocal range 
into consideration., for most all voice parts lie within a one=octave 
range, and the tessi tura is within the flexible part of that rangeo 
In Hassler's polyphonic sacred music, the addition of instruments 
would mar the beauty of the line 9 and» too 11 voices have better 
ensemble pitch than instrumentso Hassler's homophonic music, es-
pecially the simple chorale settings, would be too percussive i·f 
instruments or just organ were addedo 
Hassler, then, reached into the Baroque era on one hand and 
remained in the Renaiss~~. era on the othero It was the ending of 
one era and the beginning of another, and the diversities of these 
elements never disturbed the composer or his musice Hassler's 
music is a glorious combination of the two eraso 
6 See example Po 55, suprao 
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To summarize further the findings of this thesis, Hassler's 
growth in the medium of sacred vocal composition may be briefly 
traced: first his Latin and secondly his German workso 
In 1591~ Hassler's first collection of Latin motets appeared 
and in them were definite traces of the influences of his Italian 
studyo These influences were: form 9 through the use of Italian 
secular song-forms as the mold for his motet composition; harmony, 
through a more gracefully constructed polyphonic line and through 
slight hints of a more extended useo!'.mus:i.ca ficta; rhythm, 
through a more rigid melodic accentuation; and choral technique, 
through the use of antiphonal effectso All of these Italian as-
pects of composition were tempered by his inherently Germanic 
sturdiness in styleo These motets were the beginnings of Hassler's 
greatest feat in composition9 that of fusing two diverse elements 
of art 9 the Italian and the Germano 
The Masses of 1599 carried most of these aspects still tur-
thero Form was not the same problem that it was in the motets of 
1591 9 for there was no trace of the ·secular song=formo Form9 .in 
the Masses, was more a matter of text emphasis than anything else; 
e.o go, breaking down the Gloria and Credo into smaller se etion.s en= 
abled Hassler to bring about a logical stress upon different 
sections of text within these movementso Harmonically, the Masses 
were much more advanced along the lines of major and minor scales 
through the use of the Ionian modeo 
Also, there was a definite beginning of another phase in 
Hassler's mastery of composition technique, and that was the fusing 
of polyphony and homophony, the flow of one into the other without 
cadencingo Rhythmically 9 . the Masses were an advancement also 9 but 
above all» the use of' antiphonal singing became much rn.ol:'e subtle 
and its use as a coloristic device in emphasizing t~.xtual meaning 
was much improvedo 
In 1601 Hassler had published his greatest choral composi~ 
tio.nS;._the fifty-nine motets of the 3acri Concentuso ·In this col-
lection 9 Hassler 9 s mastery of composition is unequalledo The great 
fusion of Italian and German art which had begun in the Cantiones 
Sacrae of 1591 9 reached its peak ten years late~·and Hugo Leichten= 
tritt recognized Hassler's genius for extracting the best from the 
best sources and making them one when he said: 
Only Mozart equals Hans Leo Hassler in his phenomenal 
power of assimilating foreign traits 9 in his faculty 
of giving the mixture of German and Italian music a 
sparkling freshness and bouyancy 9 a .fascinating new 
charm of its owna o o Like Mozart he has the secret 
of eternal youtha o o The stile and spirit of the 
Italian madrigal and ball a iTs;; ... nave never be. en trans= 
lated into the German musical idiom in. an equally 
felicetous manner by any other composera7 
* Termed "rondo" in the analysis of form in this thesiso 
Hassler 9 s turning to the chorale :for his collections of 
1607 and 1608 has been described earlier as retrospectiveo From 
the standpoint of form it was~ but from the standpoint of harmony 
and rhythm it was not a looking back 9 at least not in the majority 
7 Hugo Leichtentri tt 9 Music 9 History 9 and Ideas (Cambridge !il 
Masso: Harvard-University Press 9 1946) 9 Po lllo 
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of these chorale motets and chorale settingsa However~ not too 
much.progress was made in these two directions when compared with 
the tremendous growth that took place in Hasslerss composition 
technique between 1.591 and 160lo These German chorale mote_ts and 
chorale settings are great advancements over the output of other 
German composers of this period; but only as purely vocal works~ 
for Praetorius had advanced to the point of' the use of the continuo, 
a practice that was to be firmly established in the Baroque era 
(the Basso-continuo period)o 
Despite the greatness of Hassler's German works, they almost 
seem as though they were the products of a different composer from 
the one of whom Leichtentritt spoke so lavishlyo The former was a 
great composer of only one eountry; the latter.was a great composer 
of the worldo Yet 9 herein lies Hassler 0 s true genius; he was a 
master compos.er both of Germany and of the world., 
• 
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APPENDIX 
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ABSTRACT 
H-an-s Leo- H-as-sJ:.er w-as born in Nurnherg in 1564, the son of 
Isaac Hassler~ an organist and teacher., He r·ec-eived most of his 
fundamental education in music from. his father as did his two 
- brothers~ J"acob and Kasper. At an early age~ Hans Leo became a 
choir boy and came in contact with the compositions of the ,great 
German and Dutch masterso This early training strengthened his 
ear and his taste for vocal polyphony~-a factor that plared a very 
vital part in all his sacred vocal compositionso As well as hear-
ing and si;nging t:@.e music of the oldmasters, Hans Leo heard con-
temporary music from the traveling. virtuosi who came to ~urnberg .. 
One -of these contemporary compo_sers was Leonhard Lechner, composer~. 
organist:' B.lld teacher. Hans Leo pro"Qably had no formal training 
from Lechner but his influence on Ha~sler was great.. In 1584, 
Hassler went to Venice to study with Andrea Gabrieli, and· there 
. --c-am.e in contact with the new Italian art.. From his Venetian 
studies he gained a more graceful me~odic construction and began 
-to- realize the effectiveness of antiphonal singingo 
A:fter he ~eft Venice, Hasslen was employed in Augsburg by 
Oetavian Fuggero It was here thai; H~ssler did most of his compos-
ing. All of his sacred vocal works were composed in Augsburg or 
in Ulm while on liave from Augsburg.. These works were~ Gantiones 
:Sacrae. (1591), Missae (1.599), Sacri Ooncentus (1601), Psalmen und 
.........-
christliohe Gesang (1607), and Psalm~n und geistliche Liede_r (1608) o 
In 160.5, Hassler marrie·d Cordula Clauss in Ulms and, un-
of:ficially, this was the end o:f his stay in Augsburgo Arter 1608, 
there were no important works composed by him for he was quite ill 
of consumption :for the next four yearso In 1612, Hassler went to 
:Frankfurt am Ma1n with his new patron_, Johann Georg, of .Saxony, 
for the coronation of the new emperor~ In less than a month later, 
however 9 on June 8, 1612, Hassler died~ 
Hassler's sacred vocal works show very clearly that he was 
in step with the trends o:f his time; he was neither conservative 
nor ultra-modern~ He used both polyphony and homophony and had two 
de:finite styles, ioeo.9 church an<;l cha.mbe~ styles.~~ b.oth being dis-
tinct, one :from the othero Hassler used very little "a:ffective 
representationu of words; he sought to represent word phrases 
rather than single wordso 
Harmonically spea.k:ing 1 Hassler's musie has a de:finite 
polarity between the ow~er voice partso Modal counterpoint arid. 
nioda.l harmony were his harmonic tools . .ll yet tb.rougl;l the use of 
musiea ficta Hassler made melodic lines and ea.dence points more 
obvious and clear with regard to the major and minor scales (.Ionian 
and Aeolian modes_)o-
Rhythmically speaking.ll Hassler was governed by the even 
:flow of rhythm of the Renaissance e;["a but at the same time brought 
into play reg~larly recurring rhythmic accent"s in much of his 
homophonic writing and in some of his polyphonic writingo 
Hassler's sacred vocal wor>ks wer>e eonceived for voices and 
for voices onlyo Very few of ~s melodic lines are per>cussive in 
nature, none ar>e too long for tne brea th9 and most all o :f them lie. 
within. the average range of the different voice parts" Tb.eadding 
of instruments would only mar the beauty of such purely vocal 
polyphony .. 
Hassler's first Latin motets. (1591)' showed the Italian in-
fluences of form~ harmony, and rhythm; yet. all these influences 
. were tempered by his inherent Germanic sturdiness in styleo This 
collection of motets marked the beginning of Hassler's art of 
fusing the Italian and German elements of eompositiono ,., 
'irhe Masses of' 1599 carried these aspects of composition 
still further" HarmOny was t~e strong~st :factor in this collection, 
for in it Hassler showed progress in writing along the lines of 
majoJ.l_and minor scales through the useof the Ionian and Aeolian 
mode so 
In 1601, Hassler published his greatest choral composition, 
the fifty-nine motets of the Bacri Conce:ri.tuso This collection was 
the ultimate in Hassler's art of fusing the Italian and German 
elements of vocal compositiono 
In 1607 and 1608, Hassler published ·his onl3: German motetso 
These were retrospective in style in that they were baaed on extant 
melodieso Harmonically and rhythmically speaking, however, they 
were not retrospective, for they kept alive the to~al tendencies 
:f'otind in his Latin motetso Despite the greatness qf Hasslert s 
German works, they lack the grace of the Italian i~fluence Which 
Hassler had so :qw.sterf:ully fused into his Latin JI!.Otets and Masseso 
Yet 9 herein lies Hassler's true genius.: he composed in one style, 
and masterfully fused many s-tyleso 
